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As before, when considering the question, we ask you to think about the PenCLAHRC criteria for research prioritisation:

- The size of the health problem
- The potential for health improvement from answering the research question
- The practicality of answering the research question
- Whether the South West is a good place to do this research
- Alignment with local healthcare priorities.
The purpose of this briefing paper is to aid stakeholders in prioritising topics to be considered by PenCLAHRC for further evaluation and/or research. This paper was compiled in 2-3 days. The following resources were searched to find this evidence: TRIP database, NICE Evidence, PROSPERO (for systematic review protocols), The Cochrane Library databases, MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, Health Management Information Consortium (HMIC) and the Current Controlled Trials registry. The briefing is in four parts:

i. General context and definitions
ii. The question in a structured format
iii. What the research evidence says
iv. Alignment with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria

QUESTION: Are community rapid intervention services effective in preventing acute hospital admissions in those > 65 years?

General context and definitions: Sixty-five per cent of people admitted to hospital are above 65 years of age.\(^1\) In addition 80% of emergency admissions who have a length of hospital stay greater than 2 weeks are in the over-65 age group.\(^2\) Admissions to hospital are an increasing source of pressure on health system resources in the UK. Consequently new models of care that could assist in the avoidance of hospital admissions, particularly in the elderly, are increasingly being sought. A Delphi study to elicit the views of an expert panel of health professionals on the interventions that were most helpful in reducing unplanned admissions found that the highest-rated interventions involve the direct delivery of rapid access care in the community.\(^3\)

Community rapid intervention services, a component of “intermediate care”, are varied in design but can be defined as being “designed to prevent avoidable acute admissions by providing rapid assessment/diagnosis for older people referred from GPs, A&E, NHS Direct or social services and (if necessary) rapid access on a 24-hour basis to short-term nursing/therapy support and personal care in the patient’s own home, together with appropriate contributions from community equipment services and/or housing-based support services”.\(^4\)

The question in a structured format: The research question could be framed in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population:</th>
<th>Acutely unwell individuals in the community aged &gt; 65yrs (may or may not include those resident in care homes within the community)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention:</td>
<td>Access to community rapid response team services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator:</td>
<td>Usual care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes of Interest:</td>
<td>Admissions to hospital, Quality of life, Healthcare costs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What the research evidence says: There is very little peer reviewed evidence for this topic. There have been no published systematic reviews or controlled trials of rapid response services within the community. No peer reviewed published literature pertaining to implementation of rapid response services in the community, or qualitative data regarding barriers and facilitators of such services was located. There are, however, numerous case studies within the grey literature of pilot programmes of rapid intervention services across the UK. For example, in 2011 QIPP Evidence
In London and Kent, Urgent Care Social Enterprise introduced a clinical home-visiting service in which rapid response teams (RRTs) helped patients to manage their conditions in their own homes, or in nursing or residential homes, to avoid unnecessary hospital admissions. Between October 2009 and March 2010, only 109 (6%) of the 1,814 patients assessed by RRT clinicians required immediate referral to an emergency department. Meanwhile, 1,487 (82%) patients were assessed as clinically safe to be treated in the community, which the authors claimed meant that interventions by hospital- or community-based healthcare professionals were avoided. A community-based admissions avoidance pilot scheme, called HomeFirst, was started in Hertfordshire in January 2013. Urgent ‘rapid response’ assessments took place in patients’ homes by an integrated health and social care multi-disciplinary team, led by a geriatrician. After 9 months, 619 patients had been referred into the system, 85% of which were able to be managed in the community.

The most common reasons for rapid response referral were urinary and respiratory infections (28%), falls and reduced mobility (22%), social care breakdown (12%) and frailty (8%).

In 2012, a rapid response service was launched in the Exeter area so patients could be assessed in their own homes rather than be admitted to hospital (http://www.northdevonhealth.nhs.uk/acute-community-team/). The first five months of Rapid Assessment at Home (RAAH) saw 175 referrals made, of which 145 (83%) were accepted, with patients ranging from 69 to 101 years of age. Of those patients accepted, 95% avoided admission to hospital and 97% were assessed within two hours. Average length of intervention was 6.9 days. Follow-up at six weeks found 70% still at home, 8% in residential care, 8% in the RD&E, and 6% in Exeter Community Hospital or in intermediate care. The remaining 8% had died.

In 2012, a multidisciplinary group including the British Geriatrics Society, Royal College of Nursing, Royal College of Physicians, Royal College of General Practitioners, College of Occupational Therapists and others, put together an overview of the issues relating to ‘urgent and emergency care for the elderly’. Called the “Silver Book”, the review sets out recommendations for reducing emergency admissions and puts forward a set of minimum standards, three of which relate specifically to rapid response services. These are: i) when there is an urgent or emergency care need, frail older people, their carers or professionals involved in their care should only need to make one phone call to a central telephone number to mobilise a ‘24/7 integrated health and social care response’ to address their needs, be they physical, psychological, social or to support carers; ii) a 24/7 integrated health and social care response should include an initial contact by the...
integrated rapid response team on the telephone within 30 minutes and an appropriate rapid assessment within 2 hours (14 hours overnight) with the necessary arrangements instituted to address the older person’s acute health and social care needs and the support needs of their dependants or carers over the following 24 hours; and iii) there should be a ‘24/7 Integrated Rapid Response Team’ staffed by health and social care professionals. Key roles include prescribing, nursing, occupational therapy, physiotherapy and social care. An integrated rapid response team coordinating care in the first 24 hours could then put into motion other measures and assessments to support recovery and independence.

**Ongoing studies/ Trials in progress:** No ongoing or planned trials were found in the sources searched. Two related reviews are in progress, both of which commenced in 2014: i) A systematic review of interventions to reduce urgent care and unplanned admissions in rural areas (*Brainard et al.*, PROSPERO CRD42014010508 and ii) An overview of systematic reviews of technologies* to reduce unplanned hospital admissions among adults. (*Bobrovitz et al.*, PROSPERO: CRD42014014779). *Technologies to be considered in this review include: pharmacological agents; biologics; devices; equipment or supplies; clinical or surgical procedures; diagnostic tests; screening programs; information provision; and access or organizational strategies.*

---

**How does this fit with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria?**

**Size of the health problem:** Emergency admissions (admissions that are not predicted and happen at short notice because of perceived clinical need) are rising, with 5.3 million emergency admissions recorded in 2012/13, an increase of 1.8 per cent from the previous year. Emergency admissions who have a length of hospital stay greater than two weeks are patients in the over-65 age group. Ambulatory or primary care sensitive conditions (ACSCs) are those for which hospital admission could be prevented by interventions in primary care. ACSCs account for 16 per cent of all emergency hospital admissions in England and thirty percent of ACSCs are individuals > 75 years of age. ACSCs cost the NHS £1.42 billion annually.

**The potential for health improvement:** The case studies documented above suggest that rapid response services in the community can result in significant savings to the health care system along with increased patient satisfaction. However, the different outcome measures presented and case study nature of the evidence, make it difficult to project any robust estimates. The variety of service designs that have been implemented also limit the ability to draw conclusions about which aspects of the rapid response intervention are most effective, and which population benefits most.

**The practicality of the research question:** It is likely that components of rapid response services are already incorporated within many intermediate care services throughout the South West, for example, the Rapid Assessment at Home (RAAH) detailed above in Exeter. In Somerset, there is the Community Rapid Response team which provides short term packages of care in people's own homes for up to 14 days for those who have an acute health need (see http://www.nscphealth.co.uk/services/community-rapid-response). The Royal Cornwall Hospitals Trust are in the process of considering a range of options for the provision of community-based urgent care services.
Whether the South West is a good place to do this research: The South West Peninsula has an older population than the England average. According to the Projecting Older People Population Information System, by the Institute for Public Care and Oxford Brooks University (www.poppi.org.uk), in 2014 there are over 1.14 million people aged over 65 living in the South West, of which 165,000 are aged over 85, a third of which are aged over 90. By 2025 there is forecast to be a 25 per cent rise in people aged over 65, and a 50 per cent rise in those aged over 90.

Alignment with local health priorities: This will be different across the South West region and between organisations. Please consider the briefing in line with your local priorities.

GUIDELINES & GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES relating to this area:

Improving the quality and safety of urgent and emergency care, including reducing unplanned admissions, is outlined as a priority in the NHS Commissioning Report *Everyone Counts: Planning for Patients 2013/14*.\(^\text{13}\)

The NHS England ‘Urgent and emergency care review’ from 2013\(^\text{14}\) concluded that there is a clear need to adopt a whole-system approach to commissioning more accessible, integrated and consistent urgent and emergency care services to meet patients unscheduled care needs.

Relevant Abstracts:


Service: An intermediate tier, multi-disciplinary health and social care service that responds rapidly to a health or social care crisis. The Rapid Response team assess, treat and support the individual in their own home, avoiding an unnecessary and more costly admission into hospital or residential care. The service is a partnership between Bristol PCT and Bristol City Council. Cost savings: The savings to the PCT can be calculated by comparing the cost of treatment in hospital, using HRG codes, against the cost of providing the community-based service. In 2008/09, the service achieved savings for the PCT of £3.6m, having taken into account the cost of providing the service.

This evaluation is based on the degree to which the initiative meets the QIPP criteria of savings, quality, evidence and implementability; each criterion is given a score which are then combined to give an overall score. The overall score is used to identify the best examples, which are then shown on NHS Evidence as ‘recommended’ or ‘highly recommended’. Our assessment of the degree to which this particular case study meets the criteria is represented in the evidence summary graphic below.

Background: With an increasingly ageing population new strategies are vital to manage frail older patients with multiple co-morbidities in the community, avoiding hospital admissions and preventing associated complications. Various organisations and think tanks have devised strategies to achieve this. The Kings Fund (Purdy S, 2010) highlights the potential benefits of integrating health and social care. The Silver Book (www.bgs.org.uk/ campaigns/) endorses community-based services with rapid response and the Future Hospitals Commission (www.rcplondon.ac.uk) recommends treating patients in the community whenever possible.

Innovation: Since January 2013 “HomeFirst” has been operational throughout the Hertsmere district. It is an innovative community-based admissions avoidance pilot. Patients are referred for an urgent ‘rapid response’ (RR) assessment or long-term management and optimisation of disease state via a virtual ward (VW). Assessments take place in patients’ homes by an integrated health and social care multi-disciplinary team, led by a geriatrician.

Evaluation: Between January and October 2013 we received 440 RR and 179 VW referrals, of which 90% were considered appropriate. The average age was 83.9 years. Most patients referred to the RR service were from patients’ general practitioners (72%). Other sources included intermediate care, Accident and Emergency and the ambulance service. The most common reasons for RR referral were urinary and respiratory infections (28%), falls and reduced mobility (22%), social care breakdown (12%) and frailty (8%). To date, 85% of patients have been managed in the community, avoiding hospital admission. Of the patients surveyed 78% strongly agreed and 17% agreed that they would recommend HomeFirst to family and friends.

Conclusions: This innovative project highlights that a community based multi-disciplinary team integrating health and social care can be successful at reducing hospital admissions of older people with multiple co-morbidities. This reduces the associated complications of hospital admission for the patient and the financial burden of emergency admissions to local Trusts.
References:
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The purpose of this briefing paper is to aid stakeholders in prioritising topics to be considered by PenCLAHRC for further evaluation and/or research. This paper was compiled in 2-3 days. The following resources were searched to find this evidence: TRIP database, NICE Evidence, PROSPERO (for systematic review protocols), The Cochrane Library databases, MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, Health Management Information Consortium (HMIC) and the Current Controlled Trials registry. The briefing is in four parts:

i. General context and definitions
ii. The question in a structured format
iii. What the research evidence says
iv. Alignment with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria

QUESTION: Is a home visit service from a community pharmacist effective and cost effective for the frail homebound elderly?

General context and definitions: For many older adults, the ability to remain independent in one’s home depends on the ability to manage medication. Non-adherence to medication regimens is a major cause of nursing home placement of frail older adults. Approximately 30 percent of hospital admissions of older adults are medication related, with more than 11 percent attributed to medication non-adherence and 10–17 percent related to adverse drug reactions. Many elderly patients are unable to attend pharmacies and may not be able to rely on others to collect prescriptions. A home visit service by community pharmacists for those unable to visit local pharmacies may have both health and resource benefits.

The question in a structured format: The research question could be framed in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population:</th>
<th>The frail elderly who are housebound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention:</td>
<td>A home visit service by the local community pharmacist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator:</td>
<td>Usual practice (no home visit by pharmacist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes of Interest:</td>
<td>Healthcare cost (e.g. hospital admission); Medication adherence; Prescription costs; Quality of life; Cost to the pharmacist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What the research evidence says: There have been no systematic reviews of community pharmacist home medication review services for the elderly living in the community. Two systematic reviews of community pharmacist interventions to improve medication adherence and/or reduce adverse events and hospital admissions were located from 2005/6, but neither review was exclusive to elderly populations, often involving disease specific medication adherence, and neither provided sufficient detail to establish whether there was any effect of there being a home visit component to the interventions. Indeed, from the limited information provided, the majority of studies in both reviews appeared to be predominantly pharmacist-led clinics held at either GP surgeries or at the local pharmacies themselves. One comprehensive but non-systematic review of clinical pharmacy services in the home in 2005 concluded that more research needed to be conducted to provide firm evidence of their value and cost effectiveness.
There have however been several reasonably sized randomised controlled studies on this topic, primarily from the UK, Australia and the United States. Trials have either assessed the effectiveness of community pharmacist home visits with medication review in reducing readmission to hospital for the elderly recently discharged, or have assessed the effects of a home visit service to vulnerable elderly populations already within the community. The results have been mixed. Some have shown reductions in visits to health practitioners, improved identification and resolution of medicine related problems, and improved compliance. For example, a prospective, randomized, comparative study involving 80 community dwelling patients in Melbourne, Australia reported that a home visit service by pharmacists resulted in 45% of patients having their drugs either reduced or stopped, and 38% surplus medication removed, aiding safe disposal of drugs and potentially reducing toxicity and environmental damage. In contrast, other trials have shown no effect on hospital or care home admissions, or on medicine costs and health related quality of life. For example, a UK study of more than 800 patients over 80 years old receiving an intervention involving two home visits by a pharmacist within two weeks and eight weeks of discharge to educate patients and carers about their drugs, remove out-of-date drugs, and inform general practitioners of drug reactions or interactions, resulted in more deaths and no improvement in quality of life, compared to usual care. Findings related to cost effectiveness have also been mixed. Most of the studies have involved reasonable follow-up lengths of six to twelve months. Without further investigation into the individual trial details and synthesis of the findings, it is not possible to tease out whether there were any commonalities between the interventions that showed benefit, or alternatively those that showed no change or benefit. In terms of feasibility, most studies which assessed satisfaction, found the option of a home service to be valued by general practitioners, community pharmacists and the elderly living in the community.

Ongoing studies/ Trials in progress: There are no registered planned or ongoing trials of this topic in the databases searched.

How does this fit with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria?

Size of the health problem: In 2006-2007, the NHS in England spent £10.6 billion on drugs, around three quarters of which was in primary care. It is thought that between a half and third of all medicines prescribed for long term conditions are not taken as recommended. Adverse drug reactions have a major impact on both the NHS and the health of the population, accounting for 6% of all hospital admissions, 4 in 100 hospital bed days, and costs of up to £466 million a year. Adverse drug reactions are common in the elderly who may be prescribed large numbers of medications with associated increased risks with multiple comorbidities, reduced physiological reserves, and altered drug handling. Approximately 30 percent of hospital admissions of older adults are drug related, with more than 11 percent attributed to medication non-adherence and 10–17 percent related to adverse drug reactions. There has been a steady rise in the use of prescription drugs in the over 60s age group in England since 1997; the overall number of prescriptions dispensed between 1997 and 2007 rose by nearly 60%. These issues of increased rates of medication adherence problems and adverse events among the elderly are a concern as people in the UK are living longer. The proportion of people who are very old is
growing fastest: there are currently three million people over 80, and this number is expected to almost double by 2030.¹⁷ The number of centenarians is also increasing, rising 50 per cent since 2002.¹⁷

The potential for health improvement: The Government white paper looking at the future of pharmacy service in England uses a case study of implementation of a home visit pharmacist review service for vulnerable people in the Bournemouth & Poole Primary Care Trust.¹⁸ Between 2004 and 2006 they observed a reduction in emergency admissions to hospital of approximately 20%, and annual prescribing cost savings for the service were £25,631. The annual cost per patient for the service in 2006/07 was £430. The PCT concluded that “the service only needs to prevent a two-day stay in hospital for each patient in order to cover running costs”. Research studies in the literature suggest that implementation of such a service would result in 30-50% of patients in the community having improved/more appropriate medication.

The practicality of the research question: The topic as currently structured (see question PICO on previous page), is ideally suited to both systematic review or for investigating in a primary research project in the community setting. The local pharmaceutical committee area teams for Devon, Cornwall & Isles of Scilly and Somerset currently support the provision of the advanced service of medicine use review (MUR) by community pharmacists under the NHS Contract for Community Pharmacy.

Whether the South West is a good place to do this research: The South West Peninsula has an older population than the England average. According to the Projecting Older People Population Information System (POPPI), by the Institute for Public Care and Oxford Brooks University (www.poppi.org.uk), in 2014 there are over 1.14 million people aged over 65, of which 165,000 are aged over 85, a third of which are aged over 90. By 2025 there is forecast to be a 25 per cent rise in people aged over 65, and a 50 per cent rise in those aged over 90.

Alignment with local health priorities: This will be different across the South West region and between organisations. Please consider the briefing in line with your local priorities.

GUIDELINES & GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES relating to this area:

A Government white paper on the future of pharmacy services in England was produced in 2008.¹⁸ The overall vision reported was ‘to ensure safe, effective, fairer and more personalised patient care’. Tailored pharmacy services including home visits were referred to as one example of how to help achieve this. Recognition of future improvements needed included: promoting better access to pharmacists’ expertise on medicines, so that pharmacists and their staff support prompt, safe and effective use of medicines, and supporting people with long term conditions to improve their quality of life, health and wellbeing and to lead as independent a life as possible by supporting self-care.

NICE guidelines (2009) on medication adherence provides recommendations on the process of involving patients in decisions about medicines and on supporting the patient in their adherence to medicine.¹⁴
Relevant Abstracts:

Lenaghan E, Holland R, Brooks A. Home-based medication review in a high risk elderly population in primary care—the POLYMED randomised controlled trial. Age and ageing 2007; 36(3)

OBJECTIVE: To assess whether home-based medication review by a pharmacist for at-risk older patients in a primary care setting can reduce hospital admissions.

DESIGN: Randomised controlled trial comparing home-based medication review with standard care.

SETTING: Home-based medication review of 136 patients registered with one general practice.

METHOD: Study participants were over 80 years of age, living at home, taking four or more medicines, and had at least one additional medicines-related risk factor. The intervention comprised two home visits by a community pharmacist who educated the patient/carer about their medicines, noted any pharmaceutical care issues, assessed need for an adherence aid, and subsequently met with the lead GP to agree on actions.

MAIN OUTCOME MEASURE: Total non-elective hospital admissions within 6 months. Secondary outcomes included number of deaths, care home admissions and quality of life (EQ-5d). Impact on number of medicines prescribed was also assessed.

RESULTS: At 6 months, no difference in hospital admissions (21 intervention versus 20 control P = 0.80), and no difference in care home admissions or deaths were detected between groups. There was a small (non-significant) decrease in quality of life in the intervention group. There was a statistically significant reduction in the mean number of medicines prescribed (-0.87 items in favour of the intervention group, 95% confidence interval -1.66 to -0.08, P = 0.03).

CONCLUSIONS: No positive impact on clinical outcomes or quality of life was demonstrated, however, this intervention did appear to reduce prescribing. This is in line with other evidence and suggests that this form of intervention may not have a clear health gain, but may lead to modest savings in terms of reduced prescribing. Future research should focus on whether such a prescribing effect would make this type of intervention cost effective.
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The purpose of this briefing paper is to aid stakeholders in prioritising topics to be considered by PenCLAHRC for further evaluation and/or research. The following resources were searched to find this evidence: the TRIP database, NICE evidence, PROSPERO (for systematic review protocols), the Cochrane Library databases, MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO, ASSIA, Health Management Information Consortium, Social Policy and Practice and the Controlled Trials registry. This paper was compiled in 2-3 days. The briefing is in four parts:

i. General context and definitions
ii. The question in a structured format
iii. What the research evidence says
iv. Alignment with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria

QUESTION: Do interventions such as peer support or transport provision improve wellbeing and reduce mental health problems in socially isolated groups living in rural locations?

General context and definitions: Rural areas have a unique set of circumstances that can increase the social isolation of some residents, leading to poor health, loss of independence and lower quality of life. These factors range from accessibility of services, cost of living, lack of employment, lack of social support and greater reliance on car ownership. Further challenges result from discrepancies in levels of funding for services in rural compared to urban areas. Social isolation has been defined as an objective state referring to lack of and/or distance from social or familial contact and community involvement. Social isolation and loneliness are often used interchangeably, although the latter can be understood as an individual’s subjective feeling of lacking desired social contact. Research on loneliness may therefore be relevant to this research question, particularly as understanding the experience of loneliness in different populations influences the types of intervention employed to alleviate the problem. There is a sizeable literature base that considers the social isolation of particular groups living in rural areas. These groups at risk of rural social isolation appear to include: older people; adolescents; lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender communities; ill health; families with children with complex health needs; those living in poverty; carers; and ethnic minority communities.

The question in a structured format: The research question could be framed in the following way:

| Population: | Socially isolated groups could include older people, adolescents, physical and/or mental health needs, socioeconomic disadvantage and specific minority groups. Rural residency could be determined using Defra’s classifications for rural local authority areas. |
| Intervention: | Peer support, transport provision or other interventions targeting social isolation in rural settings |
| Comparator: | Usual care |
| Outcomes of Interest: | Measures of mental health and mental and physical well-being |
What the research evidence says: To date there have been no systematic reviews or controlled trials investigating the impact of interventions used specifically with socially isolated rural populations on measures of mental and physical health or wellbeing. There have, however, been a number of published case studies and pilot studies that have explored specific interventions for rurally isolated groups, typically including some qualitative outcomes of interest to the current research question.

Heenan interviewed 35 people aged 65+ who were members of a rural community-based initiative for older people known as Young at Heart. Those who attended the group described its positive contribution to the local community. It was described as a ‘lifeline’, ‘blessing’ and ‘tonic’. An interviewee suggested that the group had addressed issues of self-confidence and self-worth. One of the strongest themes to emerge was the extent to which the older people valued the opportunity to interact with people from a similar background.

Graham describes how the Well-being, Education, Lifestyle and Living (WELL) Project in Northern Ireland provides social, educational and activity groups for people with long-term mental illness living in rural communities. The project aimed to reduce the social isolation of people with long-term mental illness living in rural communities, thus increasing their ability to access education, employment and social and leisure activities, and improving their overall quality of life. Participant’s attendance hours, completed courses, attainment of educational qualifications, and uptake of employment or voluntary work were recorded. Of 100 leavers (people who had attended the project for at least three months), 51% had positive outcomes: 12% returned to work, four per cent commenced voluntary work, 13% completed a course, four per cent moved into independent accommodation, and 18% no longer needed support (self-assessed or by a key worker).

Barrett and Alcock identify best practice examples where “community shops” appear to have helped reduce rural isolation. By providing access to essential goods and services these shops help tackle physical isolation. There is also evidence that the shops address social isolation by stimulating community and social activity both through volunteering and using the shops.

Segrist investigated the effects of pairing 31 gerontology students with 31 isolated older adults in rural America. This service learning made up part of the students’ course, however data was collected to investigate the impact on the older participants. The impact on the emotional and social wellness of the older adults was assessed through student journals, electronic e-mail reflection, and the administration of the Life Satisfaction in the Elderly Scale and the Geriatric Depression Scale. Analysis of the qualitative data indicated that the service provided to the older adult had a positive impact on their emotional and social wellness. Quantitative data was not analysed.

Little research appears to have considered peer support and transport provision as specific interventions in either rural populations and/or socially isolated populations, although elements of peer support are identified in the interventions discussed.

Much of the research into social isolation and loneliness has focused on older populations. In 2011 researchers at the University of Exeter Medical School conducted a systematic
review which assessed the effectiveness of interventions designed to alleviate social isolation and loneliness in older people. Although none of the included studies were either located in rural areas or considered rurality as a subgroup analysis, findings may be relevant to this research question. Regarding intervention type, 86% of those providing activities and 80% of those providing support resulted in improved participant outcomes, compared with 60% of home visiting and 25% of internet training interventions. Those interventions offered at a group level were more likely to be beneficial compared with one-to-one interventions. The review concluded that well-conducted studies of the effectiveness of social interventions for alleviating social isolation are needed to improve the evidence base. Research investigating interventions in rural populations do not appear to focus on socially isolated populations. The systematic review did not consider cost effectiveness. Two papers have considered cost-effectiveness of specific interventions for older socially isolated people, although the evidence informing the findings has not been made clear.

There are examples of randomised controlled trials in rural populations that could be considered at risk of social isolation, where the intervention is not targeting social isolation, but group delivery shows improvement on social support measures. For instance, Smith and Weinert found that a self-help support and educational online group in rural women with diabetes improved social support and quality of life and Heckman and Carlson found that telephone-delivered, information-support groups have potential to increase perceptions of support and reduce barriers to health care and social services in HIV-infected persons in rural areas of the United States.

**Ongoing studies/Trials in progress:** One related NIHR Public Health Research Programme (PHR) is in progress: PHR - 09/3004/01. This trial based at the University of Sheffield involves an evaluation of the effectiveness and cost effectiveness of an intervention to promote mental wellbeing in community living older people. The intervention involves telephone friendship groups. Although not specifically focused on rural populations the sample may include rurally based participants and the intervention holds feasibility for rural populations. The research has completed and the final report is due to be published in January 2015.

http://www.nets.nihr.ac.uk/projects/phr/09300401

**How does this fit with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria?**

**Size of the health problem:** Social isolation has a negative association with quality of life and wellbeing. Being lonely has a significant and lasting effect on blood pressure, with lonely individuals having higher blood pressure than their less lonely peers. Social isolation is also associated with depression and higher rates of mortality. The influence of social relationships on the risk of death are comparable with well-established risk factors for mortality such as smoking and alcohol consumption and exceed the influence of physical activity and obesity. Such negative impact on individuals’ health leads to higher health and social care service use. Much of the research indicates an association between social isolation and poor health, meaning that social isolation does not necessarily cause poor health, indeed ill health is amongst the groups at risk of social isolation.
Social isolation affects about 1 million older people, and has a severe impact on people’s quality of life in older age. It is believed that over three million people in rural England live below the poverty threshold, representing 20-25% of the entire rural population. Over a fifth of the population of England (11 million people) live and work in rural areas. In the South West Region, nearly two thirds of the 37 local authorities (62%) are predominantly rural. The most rural counties in England are Cornwall, Norfolk and Yorkshire. There is net migration gain in predominantly rural areas. The fastest growth of migration is seen in parts of Devon, amongst other places.

The potential for health improvement: The alleviation of loneliness and isolation has been recognised as a major priority for national and local government policy by some groups. Valtorta and Hanratty state:

*A drive to address loneliness and isolation could prove to be one of the most cost-effective strategies that a health system could adopt, and a counter to rising costs of caring for an ageing population (p 521).*

The role that social isolation plays as a risk factor for illnesses such as coronary heart disease is generally accepted. In addition, it can increase risks of falls and other injuries. The benefits to individuals and society of reducing social isolation are therefore clear. Reducing social isolation also provides benefits to the wider community, for instance, through increased volunteering and caring responsibilities.

The practicality of the research question: The research question as it stands lacks specificity. The research considered in this document highlights a range of different groups that are at risk of rural social isolation. While the challenges of rural isolation may be shared (e.g. transport provision), there will be differences in the social isolation and the acceptability of interventions designed to tackle this between different groups, such as older people and ethnic minorities. Interventions for older people and adolescents in rural settings have received more research attention and therefore the most appropriate research response (systematic review versus primary research) may vary depending on the particular population. That said the policy interest and population statistics indicate that rural social isolation is an increasing issue and the lack of clarity as to the most effective type of intervention or the sector responsible for delivery indicates the need for further research.

Whether the South West is a good place to do this research: Statistics and population projections discussed in this document indicate that the South West is a particularly good place to do related research, given the predominance of rural areas and the increasing population at risk of social isolation, particularly the elderly. Upstream is a charitable organisation based in Mid Devon who engages isolated adults in a rural area through stimulating, creative and social activities. http://www.upstream-uk.com/ Community Mentors are a key feature of the outreach approach initiated by Upstream, and about to be developed throughout Devon under the My Life My Choice programme. The project is underpinned by research and evaluation from the then Peninsula Medical School that reports transformational change in mood and behaviour and clinically meaningful changes in mental well-being. Local GPs in Mid Devon recognised that older, more isolated patients were getting caught in a downward spiral of depression and
dependency. In many cases, because of isolation, older people were not receiving the attention they needed. This was particularly evident in a rural area such as Mid Devon with pockets of marked social deprivation and suffering from changes in agricultural practice. The GPs identified quality of life and social inclusion as two of the key issues to be tackled.

Alignment with local health priorities: This will be different across the South West region and between organisations. Please consider the briefing in line with your local priorities.

GUIDELINES currently available that relate to this area:

Given the impact of social isolation on individual health and wellbeing, cost of care and wider community imperatives, there has been policy consensus that support must be provided to tackle social isolation and loneliness, particularly in the elderly.¹⁸

The 2012 Rural Statement highlights that poverty and deprivation exist in rural areas, social isolation is a growing concern, not least because of the greater proportion of older people living in rural communities.²⁸ The cost of living in rural areas, for example the cost of housing and road fuel, can be higher than elsewhere. We also recognise that it is often the most vulnerable members of the community, such as older people and deprived families, who suffer most from the loss of local services and the high cost of living. Local solutions need to be found that are environmentally, economically and socially sustainable.

The Department of Agriculture and Rural Development’s (DARD) Tackling Rural Poverty and Social Isolation framework aims to help the most vulnerable rural dwellers facing poverty and isolation. The framework supports a package of measures worth up to £16 million to support vulnerable people in rural communities and target the root causes of social isolation.
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Background: Targeting social isolation in older people is a growing public health concern. The proportion of older people in society has increased in recent decades, and it is estimated that approximately 25% of the population will be aged 60 or above within the next 20 to 40 years. Social isolation is prevalent amongst older people and evidence indicates the detrimental effect that it can have on health and wellbeing. The aim of this review was to assess the effectiveness of interventions designed to alleviate social isolation and loneliness in older people.

Methods: Relevant electronic databases (MEDLINE, EMBASE, ASSIA, IBSS, PsycINFO, PubMed, DARE, Social Care Online, the Cochrane Library and CINAHL) were systematically searched using an extensive search strategy, for randomised controlled trials and quasi-experimental studies published in English before May 2009. Additional articles were identified through citation tracking. Studies were included if they related to older people, if the intervention aimed to alleviate social isolation and loneliness, if intervention participants were compared against inactive controls and, if treatment effects were reported. Two independent reviewers extracted data using a standardised form. Narrative synthesis and vote-counting methods were used to summarise and interpret study data.

Results: Thirty two studies were included in the review. There was evidence of substantial heterogeneity in the interventions delivered and the overall quality of included studies indicated a medium to high risk of bias. Across the three domains of social, mental and physical health, 79% of group-based interventions and 55% of one-to-one interventions reported at least one improved participant outcome. Over 80% of participatory interventions produced beneficial effects across the same domains, compared with 44% of those categorised as nonparticipatory.

Of interventions categorised as having a theoretical basis, 87% reported beneficial effects across the three domains compared with 59% of interventions with no evident theoretical foundation. Regarding intervention type, 86% of those providing activities and 80% of those providing support resulted in improved participant outcomes, compared with 60% of home visiting and 25% of internet training interventions. Fifty eight percent of interventions that explicitly targeted socially isolated or lonely older people reported positive outcomes, compared with 80% of studies with no explicit targeting.

Conclusions: More, well-conducted studies of the effectiveness of social interventions for alleviating social isolation are needed to improve the evidence base. However, it appeared that common characteristics of effective interventions were those developed within the context of a theoretical basis, and those offering social activity and/or support within a group format. Interventions in which older people are active participants also appeared more likely to be effective. Future interventions incorporating all of these characteristics may therefore be more successful in targeting social isolation in older people.
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The purpose of this briefing paper is to aid stakeholders in prioritising topics to be considered by PenCLAHRC for further evaluation and/or research. This paper was compiled in 2-3 days. The following resources were searched to find this evidence: the TRIP database, NICE evidence, PROSPERO (for systematic review protocols), the Cochrane Library databases, MEDLINE, EMBASE, Health Management Information Consortium, CINAHL and the Controlled Trials registry. The briefing is in four parts:

i. General context and definitions
ii. The question in a structured format
iii. What the research evidence says
iv. Alignment with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria

QUESTION: In multi-morbid patients taking at least three prescribed medications, can a new model of prescribing reduce treatment burden and optimise individually appropriate medicines uses?

General context and definitions: Individuals with two or more long term conditions often have to cope with heavy treatment burdens, where medical care including the use of medication can add to rather than relieve the challenge of living with long term illness. Current models of care for the management of long term conditions are often provided within disease-specific clinics and an individual patient may need to visit a separate clinic for each condition. Alongside this, the focus of optimal prescribing policies is on the safe and effective management or control of the illness. Very little is known about how patients and professionals (separately or together) individualise medication use in situations of polypharmacy. A recent PenCLAHRC funded review of concepts surrounding the individualisation of drug treatments\(^1\) revealed very little research about how prescribers support patients in these circumstances. As part of this work, patients and practitioners expressed a desire for more individually tailored care but felt that they lacked sufficient understanding of the best way to provide it. The authors proposed a new term ‘mutually agreed tailoring’ to describe a process of ongoing pharmacological management of conditions that incorporates patients’ specific needs, experiences and existing strategies for using their medications, and the professionals’ clinical judgement. The NICE definition of medicines optimisation is that it “…requires evidence-informed decision making about medicines, involving effective patient engagement and professional collaboration to provide an individualised, person-centred approach to medicines use, within the available resources” (NICE 2013).\(^2\)

The question in a structured format: The research question could be framed in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Patient Population:</strong></th>
<th>People with multiple conditions taking at least three prescribed medications and at risk of burden from polypharmacy (and current models of rational prescribing)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practitioner population:</strong></td>
<td>Primary care prescribers (and other professionals) who manage and support those exposed to polypharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention:</strong></td>
<td>A clinical or patient led intervention/approach to support individually tailored care or mutually agreed treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparator:</strong></td>
<td>Current models of prescribing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcomes of Interest:</strong></td>
<td>Treatment burden; resilience and wellbeing; appropriate medication use; cost efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What the research evidence says: Whilst there are multiple studies and systematic reviews of interventions\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^9\) to reduce polypharmacy in individuals with multiple long term conditions, our searches did not identify any specific evidence relating to individualisation (mutually agreed treatment) for either reducing or improving the management of polypharmacy in these individuals. For example, a Cochrane review published in 2012, which identified 10 randomised trials, focussed on people over the age of 65 and only included studies with a validated measure of medication appropriateness. One trial evaluated the use of a decision support tool by doctors to assist them in making appropriate prescribing decisions, the remaining nine studies involved multi-faceted pharmaceutical interventions in a variety of settings. The review concluded that there is limited evidence that the interventions studied are effective at reducing medication-related problems or making sure that older people receive the correct medications.\(^10\) The focus of the review was on the effectiveness of interventions in terms of reducing the number of inappropriate prescriptions; none of the interventions specifically involved patients in the decision-making process.

Reeve and colleagues reviewed the literature on de-prescribing processes.\(^11\) Although not a systematic review, the authors used inventive methods to identify as much relevant literature as possible and were only able to locate ten relevant papers. Five reported a de-prescribing process while the other five reported potential or critical elements required for de-prescribing. The findings were used to develop a five-step cyclical process that incorporates a comprehensive medication history, identifying potentially inappropriate medications, determining whether the potentially inappropriate medication can be ceased, planning the withdrawal process and provision of monitoring, support and documentation. The process focusses on engaging patients throughout with the aim of improving long-term health outcomes. The feasibility of implementing the process was subsequently tested with regard to de-prescribing inappropriate proton pump inhibitors in adults (n=57) with complex polypharmacy.\(^12\) The patient-centred de-prescribing process was successfully used to reduce inappropriate prescribing in a small proportion of people and was acceptable to the patients. However, there were some barriers to implementation; difficulties in accessing complete medical histories, time limitations and minimal evidence to support effectiveness in certain indications.

Ongoing studies/ Trials in progress: NICE are currently producing a guideline on medicines optimisation which is due for publication in March 2015. During the development of the guideline the following review questions will be considered: i) For all patients using medicines what is the effect of patient and carer engagement in improving shared decision making between patients, carers and health practitioners compared to usual care? ii) For all patients using medicines what is the effect of patient and carer engagement in improving shared decision making between patients, carers and health practitioners compared to usual care? iii) For all practitioners involved with medicines what is the effect of intra- and inter- professional collaboration on improving patient outcomes from medicines compared to usual care? iv) For all patients using medicines what is the most effective system and process for transferring medicines information across care settings to reduce medicines related patient safety incidents compared to usual care? v) For all patients using medicines what is the most effective system...
and process for transferring medicines information across care settings to reduce medicines related patient safety incidents compared to usual care? vi) For all patients using medicines what is the most effective system and process for transferring medicines information across care settings to reduce medicines related patient safety incidents compared to usual care?

In early 2015, the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) will issue a call for research into the evaluation of interventions or services delivered for older people with multi-morbidity (defined as the co-occurrence of two or more chronic conditions in one person). This call is an initiative by the NIHR in recognition of the need for further research based evidence to support the delivery of best care to people with multi-morbidities and to enable them to maintain their capabilities and quality of life.

How does this fit with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria?

Size of the health problem: Multi-morbidity is common; a cross-sectional study of 1,75m people registered with 314 medical practices in Scotland in March 2007, found that 42.2% of all patients had more than one long term condition and 23.2% had two or more conditions. The prevalence of multi-morbidity increased substantially with age and was present in most people aged 65 years and older. Polypharmacy is increasing; in the past 10 years the average number of items prescribed for each person per year in England has increased by 53.8%, from 11.9 in 2001 to 18.3 in 2011. There is also evidence that the number of concurrent medications an individual is asked to take at any given time has increased.

The potential for health improvement: A recent report by the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges estimated that the NHS could save £466million a year if ‘doctors were less ready to prescribe cocktails of drugs to older people’ both as a result of savings in drug costs but also in hospital admissions for adverse drug reactions. Better management of polypharmacy is likely to result in increased patient safety and efficiency of the use of prescribed drugs. Patient-centred prescribing processes may empower people in taking responsibility for their care and there is interest within the pharmacy community in creating patient-centred medication plans. However, the extent of the impact of patient-centred-prescribing on the management of polypharmacy is not clear from the existing literature.

The King’s Fund report – Polypharmacy and medicines optimisation: Making it safe and sound – highlights many of the issues surrounding polypharmacy and offers practical guidance to clinicians and others in avoiding inappropriate prescribing. Interestingly, the lack of reference to the role of the patient in tackling/managing polypharmacy was noted shortly after publication of this report.

The practicality of the research question: The question fits well within the PenCLAHRC Patient-Centred Care theme and there is interest locally in prescribing and user-led approaches. It is worth noting the topics being addressed in the NICE Guideline on Medicines Optimisation which is due for publication in March 2015, and also the NIHR call for research proposals for people with multi-morbidity.
Whether the South West is a good place to do this research: This work follows on from a previous review of the literature, funded by PenCLAHRC and carried out in Exeter. The same group of researchers (includes prescribers, patients and academics) would like to co-create a new model of ‘optimal prescribing’ in primary care, building on existing good practice and also identify problems or adverse outcomes to be avoided. The goal of the new model would be to support a best practice and governance framework which reduces treatment burden, enhances resilience and wellbeing and improves cost efficiency. There is also interest locally within the PenCHORD team in modelling medication management.

Alignment with local health priorities: This will be different across the South West region and between organisations. Please consider the briefing in line with your local priorities.

GUIDELINES & GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES relating to this area:

A report produced by the Welsh Pharmaceutical Committee and supported by the Royal Pharmaceutical Society ‘Your Care, Your Medicines’ sets out goals for integrating pharmacy into the heart of patient-centred care. The report describes one of the key elements of patient-centred pharmaceutical care as shared decision making in which patients and pharmacists will work together to agree realistic outcomes from their treatment as part of the development and delivery of a patient’s individual pharmaceutical care plan.18
Relevant Abstracts:


OBJECTIVES: Patients and policy makers advocate that drug treatments should be individualised. However, the term is used in a variety of ways. We set out to identify the range of related terminology and concepts in the general field of individualisation, map out the relationships between these concepts and explore how patients' perspectives are considered.

DESIGN: We consulted members of an established patient and public involvement group about their experience of medicine taking for long-term conditions and their ideas about individualisation. We then conducted a scoping review of the literature to explore how terms surrounding individualisation of drug treatment are used and defined in the literature, and to explore the extent to which patients' perspectives are represented, with a view to informing future recommendations as to how individualisation can be operationalised.

METHODS: We identified relevant literature using a range of search strategies. Two researchers independently extracted definitions of terms using a template. Inductive and deductive methods were used to explore the data.

RESULTS: Definitions were categorised according to the following themes: medical management; pharmacogenetics, the patient's perspective; interactions between the healthcare provider and patient and management of long-term conditions.

CONCLUSIONS: Within the literature reviewed, the involvement of patients in the ongoing management of drug treatment was largely absent. We propose the use of a new term 'mutually agreed tailoring' (MAT). This describes the ongoing pharmacological management of conditions that incorporates patients' specific needs, experiences and existing strategies for using their medications, and the professionals' clinical judgement. This usually includes patients monitoring their symptoms and, with the support of the professional, making appropriate product, dose or timing adjustments as necessary. Our previous work suggests that many patients and doctors are successfully practising MAT, so we suggest that a formal description may facilitate wider utilisation of strategies that will improve patient outcomes.

Patterson Susan, M.Cadogan Cathal, A.Kerse, Ngaire Cardwell Chris, R. Bradley Marie, C.Ryan, Cristin Hughes, Carmel. Interventions to improve the appropriate use of polypharmacy for older people. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, 10, 2014

Background: Inappropriate polypharmacy is a particular concern in older people and is associated with negative health outcomes. Choosing the best interventions to improve appropriate polypharmacy is a priority, hence interest in appropriate polypharmacy, where many medicines may be used to achieve better clinical outcomes for patients, is growing.

Objectives: This review sought to determine which interventions, alone or in combination, are effective in improving the appropriate use of polypharmacy and reducing medication-related problems in older people.

Search methods: In November 2013, for this first update, a range of literature databases including MEDLINE and EMBASE were searched, and hand searching of reference lists was performed. Search terms included 'polypharmacy', 'medication appropriateness' and 'inappropriate prescribing'.

Selection criteria: A range of study designs were eligible. Eligible studies described interventions affecting prescribing aimed at improving appropriate polypharmacy in people 65 years of age and older in which a validated measure of appropriateness was used (e.g. Beers criteria, Medication Appropriateness Index (MAI)).

Data collection and analysis: Two review authors independently reviewed abstracts of eligible studies, extracted data and assessed risk of bias of included studies. Study-specific estimates were pooled, and a random-effects model was used to yield summary estimates of effect and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). The GRADE (Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation) approach was used to assess the overall quality of evidence for each pooled outcome.

Main results: Two studies were added to this review to bring the total number of included studies to 12. One intervention consisted of computerised decision support; 11 complex, multi-faceted pharmaceutical approaches to interventions were provided in a variety of settings. Interventions were delivered by healthcare professionals, such as prescribers and pharmacists. Appropriateness of prescribing was measured using validated tools, including the MAI score post intervention (eight studies), Beers criteria (four studies), STOPP criteria (two studies) and START criteria (one study). Interventions included in this review resulted in a
reduction in inappropriate medication usage. Based on the GRADE approach, the overall quality of evidence for all pooled outcomes ranged from very low to low. A greater reduction in MAI scores between baseline and follow-up was seen in the intervention group when compared with the control group (four studies; mean difference -6.78, 95% CI -12.34 to -1.22). Post-intervention pooled data showed a lower summated MAI score (five studies; mean difference -3.88, 95% CI -5.40 to -2.35) and fewer Beers drugs per participant (two studies; mean difference -0.1, 95% CI -0.28 to 0.09) in the intervention group compared with the control group. Evidence of the effects of interventions on hospital admissions (five studies) and of medication-related problems (six studies) was conflicting.

Authors' conclusions: It is unclear whether interventions to improve appropriate polypharmacy, such as pharmaceutical care, resulted in clinically significant improvement; however, they appear beneficial in terms of reducing inappropriate prescribing.


Inappropriate use of medication is widespread, especially in older people, and is associated with risks, including adverse drug reactions, hospitalization and increased mortality. Optimization of appropriate medication use to minimize these harms is an ongoing challenge in healthcare. The term 'deprescribing' has been used to describe the complex process that is required for safe and effective cessation of medication. Patients play an important role in their own health and, while they may complain about the number of medications they have to take, they may also be reluctant to cease a medication when given the opportunity to do so. A review of previously proposed deprescribing processes and relevant literature was used to develop the patient-centred deprescribing process, which is a five-step cycle that encompasses gaining a comprehensive medication history, identifying potentially inappropriate medications, determining whether the potentially inappropriate medication can be ceased, planning the withdrawal regimen (e.g. tapering where necessary) and provision of monitoring, support and documentation. This is the first deprescribing process developed using knowledge of the patients' views of medication cessation; it focuses on engaging patients throughout the process, with the aim of improving long-term health outcomes. Despite a comprehensive review of the literature, there is still a lack in the evidence base on which to conduct deprescribing. The next step in broadening the evidence to support deprescribing will be to test the developed process to determine feasibility in the clinical setting.
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The purpose of this briefing paper is to aid stakeholders in prioritising topics to be considered by PenCLAHRC for further evaluation and/or research. This paper was compiled in 2-3 days. The following resources were searched to find this evidence: TRIP database, NICE Evidence, PROSPERO (for systematic review protocols), The Cochrane Library databases, MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, Health Management Information Consortium (HMIC) and the Current Controlled Trials registry. The briefing is in four parts:

i. General context and definitions
ii. The question in a structured format
iii. What the research evidence says
iv. Alignment with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria

QUESTION: Which clinical indicators best predict the development of thrombosis and pressure sores for the elderly with restricted mobility? (Would routine monitoring of these indicators reduce hospital stay and adverse clinical events?)

General context and definitions: Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is the collective name for deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism. VTE encompasses a range of clinical presentations. VTE is often asymptomatic; less frequently it causes pain and swelling in the leg. There is also associated chronic morbidity for VTE. Post-thrombotic syndrome, characterised by chronic pain, swelling and occasional ulceration of the skin of the leg, occurs in up to one-third of patients who have had a DVT. DVT is a recognised risk factor for pressure ulcers.

Pressure ulcers are caused when an area of skin and the tissues below are damaged as a result of being placed under pressure sufficient to impair its blood supply. Typically they occur in a person confined to bed or a chair by an illness and as a result they are sometimes referred to as 'bedsores', or 'pressure sores'. Pressure ulcers are often preventable and their prevention is included in domain five of the Department of Health's NHS outcomes framework 2014/15.

Pressure ulcers among elderly hospital patients diminish quality of life and increase the cost of hospital care. Evidence suggests that pressure ulcers can arise after only a few hours of immobility.

The question in a structured format: The research question could be framed in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population:</th>
<th>Inpatients aged 65 or older with restricted mobility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention:</td>
<td>Use of risk assessment scales for venous thromboembolism, deep vein thrombosis or pressure ulcers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator:</td>
<td>Current practice or clinical expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes of Interest:</td>
<td>Accuracy of scales; Incidence of venous thromboembolism, deep vein thrombosis or pressure ulcers; Length of hospital stay; adverse clinical events.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What the research evidence says: For pressure ulcers, there are a large number of existing risk assessment scales. It is argued that the number of scales in use is due to a lack of consensus regarding which variables are the most important indicators of risk. These risk assessment
scales have been subject to several systematic reviews assessing their predictive capacity and/or whether their use reduces incidence of pressure ulcers.

A 2014 Cochrane systematic review aimed to determine whether using structured, systematic pressure ulcer risk assessment tools, in any health care setting, reduces the incidence of pressure ulcers. Two studies were included in the review. One study found no statistical difference in pressure ulcer incidence between patients who were assessed using the Braden risk assessment tool, patients assessed by nurses who had receiving training on pressure ulcer risk factors or patients assessed by nurses using unstructured risk assessment alone. The other study compared the Waterlow risk assessment tool, the Ramstadius risk screening tool and no formal risk assessment. There was no statistical difference in pressure ulcer incidence between the three methods. The systematic review concluded that there is no reliable evidence to suggest that the use of structured, systematic pressure ulcer risk assessment tools reduces the incidence of pressure ulcers.

Chou and colleagues 2013 systematic review supports the Cochrane reviews findings. Their review included randomised trials and observational studies on effects of using risk assessment on clinical outcomes and randomised trials of preventive interventions on clinical outcomes. They located three relevant studies and found no evidence that use of a pressure ulcer risk assessment instrument, with or without an intervention strategy based on assessed risk, reduces risk for incident pressure ulcers compared with nurses' clinical judgment.

It is perhaps surprising then, that a 2014 systematic review found conflicting results. Garcia Fernandez and colleagues included prospective studies, which distinguishes it from the other systematic reviews. They identified 57 studies and used meta-analysis where appropriate, which pointed to adequate risk prediction capacity for the Braden, Norton, EMINA (mEntal state, Mobility, Incontinence, Nutrition, Activity), Waterlow, and Cubbin-Jackson scales showed the highest predictive capacity. The clinical judgment of nurses was found to achieve inadequate predictive capacity when used alone. These systematic reviews, as well as others located, all focused on adult populations, rather than the predictive capacity of scales for elderly patients with restricted mobility.

A 2013 systematic review focused on risk factors that are predictive of pressure ulcer development, rather than the validity of risk assessment scales. Risk factors most frequently seen as independent predictors of pressure ulcer development within the 54 reviewed studies included mobility, perfusion (including diabetes) and skin/pressure ulcer status. Skin moisture, age, haematological measures, nutrition and general health status were important, but less frequent indicators. The review found limited evidence that either race or gender is important. The review concludes that a complex interplay of factors increase the probability of pressure ulcer development.

With regard to VTE, Tamariz and colleagues conducted a systematic review to summarise the evidence on the predictive value of risk assessment criteria. Of the 23 studies that met eligibility criteria, 17 evaluated risk criteria for the diagnosis of DVT and six evaluated risk criteria for pulmonary embolism. The review found that the most frequently evaluated prediction rule for DVT was the Wells rule. The Wells scoring system was found to be
particularly useful for excluding deep vein thrombosis for those categorised as low probability. Likewise those categorised as high probability had high positive likelihood ratios for having DVT. The Wells scoring system for the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism had similar predictive value as the prediction rule for deep vein thrombosis, but it has not been evaluated as extensively. Goodacre and colleagues reported similar findings when they investigated whether whether clinical findings, risk scores, and physicians' empirical judgments affect the likelihood of detecting DVT on definitive testing.12

A primary study focused on independent risk factors for symptomatic DVT in inpatients aged 65 and over.13 Comparison using logistic regression of 310 consecutive patients with symptomatic DVT versus 310 randomly selected controls was performed. Six factors were identified as independently related to the development of DVT: restriction of mobility, aged 75 and older, history of DVT or pulmonary embolism, acute heart failure, chronic oedema of the lower limbs, and paresis or paralysis of a lower limb.

The focus of this question is the use of risk assessment scales and indicators to predict the onset of VTE and pressure ulcers, therefore the literature on the effectiveness of interventions to prevent VTE and pressure ulcers14 has not been considered here.

**Ongoing studies/ Trials in progress:** There is an ongoing Canadian systematic review that aims to identify clinical predictors for recurrent VTE. However, the anticipated completion date has passed. (see http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.asp?ID=CRD42012002356#.VGzGk_msXPk)

There are a number of ongoing trials and systematic reviews focused on interventions for pressure sores or VTE, but no trials focused on risk factors.

**How does this fit with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria?**

**Size of the health problem:** The House of Commons Health Committee reported in 2005 that an estimated 25,000 people in the UK die from preventable hospital-acquired venous thromboembolism (VTE) every year.14 This includes patients admitted to hospital for medical care and surgery. A UK survey suggested that 71% of patients assessed to be at medium or high risk of developing deep vein thrombosis did not receive any form of mechanical or pharmacological VTE prophylaxis.15 Venous thromboembolism is predicted to be an escalating public health problem due to the prominence of age as a risk factor (incidence of first VTE rises exponentially with age) and the increasing age of the population.16 NICE guidelines recognise age over 60 years as a risk factor for VTE.1 DVT is a common disease, often asymptomatic, but presenting with clinical symptoms in about 1 per 1,000 people per year in the general population. DVT has multiple contributory risk factors.16

Pressure ulcer prevention can improve patient outcomes and reduce health service resource use. The costs to the health services of managing patients with pressure ulcers are substantial. Dealey and colleagues provide an estimate of the costs of treating pressure ulcers in the UK at August 2011 prices.17 They found that the cost of treating a pressure ulcer varies from £1,214 (category 1) to £14,108 (category IV). They conclude that pressure ulcers therefore represent a significant cost burden in the UK, both to patients and to health-care providers.
**The potential for health improvement:** With increasing life expectancy, prevention of VTE, particularly in elderly patients, is predicted to be a major public health problem.\(^{18}\) The proportion of severe and fatal VTE events is higher in elderly patients;\(^ {19}\) the association with other comorbidities is more frequent;\(^ {20}\) diagnosis of pulmonary embolism (PE) is more difficult;\(^ {18}\) and the risk of bleeding related to anticoagulant treatments is high.\(^ {21}\)

DVT can have severe consequences: the frequency of silent pulmonary embolism is 40% to 50% in patients with DVT, and the incidence of pulmonary embolism is estimated to be between 7% and 33% at the time of death in elderly subjects.\(^ {13}\) Prevention of DVT is therefore essential and depends on the identification of high-risk patients likely to benefit from preventive treatment.

As age increases, so too does pressure ulcer prevalence and incidence.\(^ {22}\) Changing population demographics and the predicted increase in the older persons in the future suggest a corresponding increase in the burden of pressure ulcers unless effective preventative measures are implemented.\(^ {6}\) Pressure ulcers impact negatively on quality of life as it is known that individuals with pressure ulcers frequently experience pain, combined with fear, isolation and anxiety regarding wound healing.\(^ {23}\) It has also been shown that pressure ulcers are associated with an increased risk of death. One study identified that the risk of dying for elderly patients with a pressure ulcer was three times greater than for those without a pressure ulcer\(^ {24}\) although it is probable that pressure ulcers are usually a consequence of poor health rather than a cause of death.\(^ {6}\)

**The practicality of the research question:** The NICE guidelines on VTE identify five areas for future research; one of them is considering the absolute risk of VTE in different groups of patients admitted to hospital. Therefore one can assume that elderly patients with restricted mobility would represent such a group, given that the previous research discussed above has not specifically focused on this group.\(^ {25}\) Indeed, surgical risk factors for DVT are well known, but medical risk factors have been less clearly defined, particularly in geriatric populations, because studies of risk factors have often been conducted to identify a particular risk in middle-aged adult or outpatient populations, whereas geriatric populations suffer from considerable comorbidity.\(^ {13}\)

Despite the range of systematic reviews conducted and existing tools in use to measure risk of pressure ulcers, there is relatively little empirical evidence available concerning the reliability and validity of the tools.\(^ {6}\) Assessing reliability and validity is a real challenge in clinical practice because risk assessment scales are used to identify those who would develop a pressure ulcer should no interventions be put in place. However, in practice once risk is established, different pressure ulcer prevention strategies are used. Therefore different studies using the same risk assessment tools, but in diverse health care settings with different patient populations and prevention strategies in use, report varying levels of sensitivity and specificity.\(^ {7}\)

Pressure ulcer risk assessment is in itself not an intervention but a precursor to the use of appropriate care.\(^ {26}\) Therefore the ability of risk assessment scales to reduce incidence of pressure ulcers and secondary outcomes, such as length of hospital stay and adverse clinical event, depends on the availability of interventions and their effective implementation.\(^ {6}\)
Whether the South West is a good place to do this research: The South West Peninsula has an older population than the England average. According to the Projecting Older People Population Information System, by the Institute for Public Care and Oxford Brooks University (www.poppi.org.uk), in 2014 there are over 1.14 million people aged over 65 living in the South West, of which 165,000 are aged over 85, a third of which are aged over 90. By 2025 there is forecast to be a 25 per cent rise in people aged over 65, and a 50 per cent rise in those aged over 90. The proportion of older people in the South West with restricted mobility is unknown.

Torbay and Southern Devon Health and Care NHS Trust introduced an initiative to reduce pressure ulcers (bedsores) in the community setting in 2013. A project team, named the PUP project (Pressure Ulcer Prevention) was established to provide educational tools and training for those who require care in the community.

Alignment with local health priorities: This will be different across the South West region and between organisations. Please consider the briefing in line with your local priorities.

GUIDELINES currently available that relate to this area:

There are several relevant guidelines on these conditions which include risk factors. There are NICE guidelines on both reducing the risk of VTE in patients admitted to hospital and prevention and management of pressure ulcers.4

Interestingly the NICE guidelines for pressure sore prevention recommends using a validated scale to support clinical judgement and names the Braden scale, the Waterlow score and the Norton risk-assessment scale when assessing pressure ulcer risk, despite the lack of review evidence for these scales. Other guidelines suggest that if risk assessment tools are used, additional factors (e.g., perfusion, skin status and other relevant risks) should be considered and that clinical judgment is essential.22

Risk factors for VTE identified in the NICE guidelines include: active cancer or cancer treatment; age over 60 years; critical care admission; dehydration; known thrombophilies; obesity; significant medical comorbidities; personal history or first-degree relative with a history of VTE; use of hormone replacement therapy; use of oestrogen-containing contraceptive therapy; and varicose veins with phlebitis. From 1 June 2010, the Department of Health (DH) required that VTE risk assessments take place for every patient, and that results are closely monitored in order to reduce preventable deaths that occur in UK hospitals every year.
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BACKGROUND: Use of pressure ulcer risk assessment tools or scales is a component of the assessment process used to identify individuals at risk of developing a pressure ulcer. Indeed, use of a risk assessment tool is recommended by many international pressure ulcer prevention guidelines, however it is not known whether using a risk assessment tool makes a difference to patient outcomes. We conducted a review to provide a summary of the evidence pertaining to pressure ulcer risk assessment in clinical practice.

OBJECTIVES: To determine whether using structured, systematic pressure ulcer risk assessment tools, in any health care setting, reduces the incidence of pressure ulcers. SEARCH METHODS: In December 2013, for this second update, we searched the Cochrane Wounds Group Specialised Register; The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) (The Cochrane Library); Ovid MEDLINE; Ovid EMBASE; and EBSCO CINAHL.

SELECTION CRITERIA: Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) comparing the use of structured, systematic, pressure ulcer risk assessment tools with no structured pressure ulcer risk assessment, or with unaided clinical judgement, or RCTs comparing the use of different structured pressure ulcer risk assessment tools.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS: Two review authors independently assessed titles and abstracts of the studies identified by the search strategy for eligibility, obtained full versions of potentially relevant studies and screened these against the inclusion criteria.

MAIN RESULTS: We included two studies in this review. One small, cluster randomised study found no statistical difference in pressure ulcer incidence in patients who were assessed by nurses using the Braden risk assessment tool (n=74) compared with patients assessed by nurses who had receiving training and then used unstructured risk assessment (n=76) (RR 0.97, 95% CI 0.53 to 1.77) and those patients assessed by nurses using unstructured risk assessment alone (n=106) (RR 1.43, 95% CI 0.77 to 2.68). The second study was a large single blind randomised controlled study which compared the effect of risk assessment on pressure ulcer incidence using the Waterlow risk assessment tool (n=411), the Ramsdauq risk screening tool (n=420) and no formal risk assessment (n=420). There was no statistical difference in pressure ulcer incidence between the three groups (Waterlow 7.5% (n=31); Ramsdauq 5.4% (n=22); clinical judgement 6.8% (n=28) (RR 1.10, 95% CI 0.68 to 1.81; Waterlow vs no formal risk assessment), (RR 0.79, 95% CI 0.46 to 1.35; Ramsdauq vs no formal risk assessment), (RR 1.44, 95% CI 0.85 to 2.44; Waterlow vs Ramsdauq).

AUTHORS' CONCLUSIONS: Two studies were identified which evaluated the effect of risk assessment on patient outcomes; In one study, there was no statistically significant difference in pressure ulcer incidence between people who were assessed using the Braden risk assessment tool compared with those receiving unstructured risk assessment. Methodological limitations of this study prevent firm conclusions being drawn. However, a further high quality RCT identified no statistical differences in pressure ulcer incidence when people were assessed using either the Waterlow risk assessment tool, the Ramsdauq risk assessment tool, or using clinical judgement alone. There is no reliable evidence to suggest that the use of structured, systematic pressure ulcer risk assessment tools reduces the incidence of pressure ulcers.


PURPOSE: To summarize the evidence on the predictive value of clinical prediction rules for the diagnosis of venous thromboembolism.

METHODS: We selected all studies in the English literature in which a clinical prediction rule was prospectively validated against a reference standard, and calculated likelihood ratios, predictive values, and the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for each prediction rule.

RESULTS: Twenty-three studies met our eligibility criteria: 17 evaluated prediction rules for the diagnosis of deep venous thrombosis and six evaluated rules for pulmonary embolism. The most frequently evaluated prediction rule for deep vein thrombosis was the Wells rule, which had median positive likelihood ratios of 6.62 for patients with a high pretest probability, 1 for moderate pretest probability, and 0.22 for low pretest probability. The median area under the ROC curve was 0.82. Addition of the D-dimer test to the prediction rule increased the median area under the curve to 0.90. The Wells prediction rule was the most commonly studied for pulmonary embolus and had median positive likelihood ratios of 6.75 for those with high pretest probability, 1.82 for moderate pretest probability, and 0.13 for low pretest probability. The median area under the ROC curve was 0.82.
CONCLUSION: The Wells prediction rule is useful in identifying patients at low risk of being diagnosed with venous thromboembolism. The addition of a rapid latex D-dimer assay improved the overall performance of the prediction rule.


OBJECTIVES: To identify independent risk factors of symptomatic deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in geriatric inpatients and to define high-risk patients likely to benefit from preventive treatment.

DESIGN: Hospital-based case-control multicenter study with prospective data collection.

SETTINGS: Geriatric university hospitals with long-, intermediate-, and short-term care facilities.

PARTICIPANTS: All patients aged 65 and older in 19 geriatric departments were submitted to clinical surveillance over a 16-month period.

MEASUREMENTS: Twenty-three potential risk factors of phlebitis were screened for. Comparison using logistic regression of 310 consecutive patients with symptomatic DVT versus 310 randomly selected controls was performed. The risk for symptomatic DVT in geriatrics was then scored from the clinical risk factors identified using multivariate analysis. This score is defined by the sum of the odds ratio (OR) of each risk factor present.

RESULTS: Six factors were identified as independently related to the development of DVT: restriction of mobility (from OR51.73, limited mobility without immobilization, to OR55.64, bedridden during o15 days), aged 75 and older (OR51.5/10 years), history of DVT or pulmonary embolism (OR53.38), acute heart failure (OR52.52), chronic edema of the lower limbs (OR52.51), and paresis or paralysis of a lower limb (OR52.06). The defined score of 8 or higher corresponded to an 88.7% probability of having symptomatic DVT.

CONCLUSION: Treatments to prevent symptomatic DVT in hospitalized elderly should be evaluated on patients with these factors.
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The purpose of this briefing paper is to aid stakeholders in prioritising topics to be considered by PenCLAHRC for further evaluation and/or research. This paper was compiled in 2-3 days. The following resources were searched to find this evidence: the TRIP database, NICE evidence, PROSPERO (for systematic review protocols), the Cochrane Library databases, MEDLINE, EMBASE, Health Management Information Consortium, Social Policy and Practice and the Controlled Trials registry. The briefing is in four parts:

i. General context and definitions
ii. The question in a structured format
iii. What the research evidence says
iv. Alignment with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria

**QUESTION:** Can we reduce attendances at accident and emergency departments (A&E) through either a) public information campaigns or b) changes in the way GP services are provided?

**General context and definitions:** Accident and emergency departments (A&E) are designed to provide rapid, high quality, continuously accessible, unscheduled care for a wide range of acute illnesses and injuries. In many countries A&E are facing an increase in demand for services, long-waits and overcrowding.¹ The cause of overcrowding is multi-factorial, and can be broken down into a range of factors.² One possible explanation for overcrowding is the use of A&E for conditions triaged as non-urgent. Use of A&E for non-urgent problems that could be cared for in other settings has been described since the 1970s³ and is often labelled by health professionals as “inappropriate use”, although this is complicated by different definitions in the literature.¹ Inappropriate attendances may account for up to 40% of presentations at accident and emergency (A&E) departments. There is considerable interest from health practitioners and policymakers in interventions to reduce this burden.⁴

**The question in a structured format:** The research question could be framed in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population:</th>
<th>Either everyone or GP attenders depending on intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention:</td>
<td>1. Public information campaigns designed to reduce “avoidable” A&amp;E attendance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Changes to GP services, e.g. extended hours, increased flexibility in booking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator:</td>
<td>Either an area without public information campaign or GP surgeries with routine practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes of Interest:</td>
<td>“Avoidable” attendance at accident and emergency departments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**What the research evidence says:** Three systematic reviews published since 2011 have considered a range of interventions that either reduce inappropriate A&E attendance⁴ or aim to reduce the use of A&E regardless of the appropriateness of attendance.⁵⁻⁶ Of most relevance to the research question here is Ismail and colleagues’ 2013 systematic review that included primary care interventions, defined as out-of-hospital care or integrated care interventions to which patients have direct access.⁴ Interventions evaluated included telephone triage, walk in
clinics, community health centres, emergency nurse practitioners and out of hours GP services. The review authors found little high-quality evidence on the interventions considered and no conclusive evidence was found to suggest that any of the interventions consistently reduce A&E attendance rates. The only clear effect demonstrated was for telephone triage interventions where a reduction in telephone calls made to A&E departments for advice was seen. The limited available evidence suggests that emergency nurse practitioners in community settings and community health centres may reduce A&E attendance. There was an absence of clinical outcome and cost data across studies and no clear evidence for the effectiveness of out of hours GP services.

Morgan and colleagues’ systematic review included a broader range of interventions – any outside of A&E – and only studies that measured A&E use as an outcome were included.\textsuperscript{5} Interventions evaluated included additional non-A&E capacity (both new community clinics and expansion of existing physician services; managed care (GP capitation or Gatekeeping); patient financial incentives and patient education. The interventions with the largest number of studies showing reductions in A&E use included patient financial incentives and managed care. By contrast, less than half of the studies on increasing capacity found reductions in A&E use, and one found an increase. Only five out of the 39 included studies were randomised controlled trials.

Althaus and colleagues also published an earlier systematic review that included interventions targeting adult frequent users of A&E.\textsuperscript{6} They found that the most-tested and effective intervention was case management, referring to coordination of health services on behalf of the patient by multidisciplinary teams composed of nurses, social workers, and physicians. Seven out of the 11 included studies testing this intervention found significant reductions in A&E attendance compared to control groups. All three studies that included cost analysis showed a reduction in A&E costs for the intervention group. This systematic review did not include studies that tested the effects of providing additional non A&E services, such as extended GP hours.

The three systematic reviews did not use meta-analysis to synthesise included study findings. Althaus and colleagues note that this was because of the heterogeneity in the selected studies in terms of design, definition of frequent users, intervention type, outcomes, and outcome measurement. Neither of the 2013 systematic reviews reported clear reductions in A&E use for extended GP hours interventions. Furthermore, Schoen and colleagues surveyed primary care doctors in Australia, Canada, France, Germany, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States, and found that the UK doctors were the most likely to say that their practice already has arrangements for patients to see doctor or nurse after hours without going to an accident and emergency department (reported by 95% of UK doctors surveyed).\textsuperscript{7}

For the other intervention specifically mentioned in the question, public information campaigns to reduce inappropriate A&E attendance, only two studies within the three systematic reviews appear to be relevant. These interventions were information booklets sent to households and reminders about telephone services available.\textsuperscript{8,9} Neither showed a significant reduction in A&E attendance.
Ongoing studies/ Trials in progress: An ongoing Swiss trial is evaluating a specific case management intervention for frequent users (FU) of A&E. The intervention includes referrals to mental health departments inside the hospital, and if necessary, to a psychiatrist, psychologist or general practitioner (GP) out in the community; substance abuse services; and new GPs as appropriate for the patient. A&E visit frequency is the primary outcome. (see https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01934322)

How does this fit with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria?

Size of the health problem: A rise in accident and emergency (A&E) attendances in the UK in recent years has been accompanied by sharp increases in short-stay admissions and associated costs. It has been estimated that between 15% and 40% of A&E attendances are “inappropriate” or “avoidable”. Nevertheless, findings from a large number of studies agree that access, patient self-assessment of illness severity, and confidence in the quality of A&E care are key drivers for inappropriate presentation. Policy has focused on redirecting patients to more appropriate forms of care, but there is a lack of high-quality evidence on primary care interventions supporting this aim.

Across England, compliance with the four hour standard is decreasing. Compliance means that 95 per cent of patients should be seen, treated and discharged within four hours. Annual data on A&E waiting times and activity in England shows that total A&E attendances have been rising year on year. The percentage of patients waiting 4 hours or less from arrival to admission, transfer or discharge was 95.7% for all A&E departments in 2013-2014. This figure has fallen year on year since 2009-2010. (see http://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/ae-waiting-times-and-activity/weekly-ae-sitreps-2014-15/)

The potential for health improvement: Inappropriate A&E use may result in increased health-service costs, contribute to overcrowding and may compromise care for true emergencies. Use of the A&E for primary care treatable conditions is not optimal since access to timely and effective primary care is linked to better health care outcomes and reductions in costly ED visits and hospital admissions. Socioeconomic factors have been implicated as root causes of inappropriate A&E use and hospitalisation for primary care treatable conditions. However, these factors do not fully explain the underuse of primary care services in patients presenting for emergency care.

The systematic reviews conducted to date provide some evidence that interventions including telephone triage, patient financial incentives, case management and managed care may reduce A&E attendance. Adverse effects of A&E overcrowding on patient experience and care are considered in several research papers. Moseley and colleagues show that overcrowding leads to low staff: patient ratios which increases the risks of mistakes including medication errors and inappropriate monitoring. Bernstein and colleagues show that overcrowding is associated with an increased risk of in-hospital mortality, longer times to treatment for patients with pneumonia or acute pain and a higher probability of leaving A&E without being seen or against medical advice.
The practicality of the research question: It appears that inappropriate use of A&E is a significant contributor to both A&E attendance and waiting time figures and despite three recent systematic reviews there is still a lack of clarity regarding what type of intervention may be most effective in reducing inappropriate A&E attendance. With regard to the two interventions named in the question, changes to GP services have appeared in the systematic reviews, but there has not been a randomised controlled trial testing increased GP out of hours or more accessible GP appointments, which may contribute to the lack of certainty regarding the effectiveness of these interventions. However, research by Schoen and colleagues indicates that GPs in the UK are more likely that those in nine other countries to say that their practice already has arrangements for patients to see doctor or nurse after hours without going to an accident and emergency department, suggesting that this type of intervention may already be in high use, despite lack of clear evidence for its effectiveness. Public information campaigns on the other hand have not been tested as frequently.

Whether the South West is a good place to do this research: There were 1,617,892 Accident and Emergency (A&E) attendances (excluding planned follow-ups) recorded in HES (Hospital Episodes Statistics) for the South West Strategic Health Authority during 2012-2013 as reported in the Health and Social Care Information Centre’s Hospital Episode Statistics Accident and Emergency Attendances in England 2012-13 Report. Of these attendances, HES records that 1,543,210 (95.4%) have a duration in A&E of 4 hours or less. Of all A&E attendances, the highest percentage (44.1%) were discharged as 'Discharged - no follow up', indicating that inappropriate attendance may be a concern.

GUIDELINES currently available that relate to this area:

The maximum four-hour wait in A&E remains a key NHS commitment to the public, set out in the NHS Constitution. On January 18 2013 Sir Bruce Keogh announced a comprehensive review of the NHS urgent and emergency care system in England. The end of phase 1 report set out a vision which included providing highly responsive, effective and personalised services outside of hospital for those people with urgent but non-life threatening needs and with these services delivering care in or as close to people’s homes as possible.

In 2013 NHS England announced a support plan to help hospital and A&E departments reduce waiting times. Resolving A&E attendance issues requires the commissioning system to work with all key partners in hospitals, primary care, and local authorities to create a single national framework. The plan highlighted 3 phases:

i. An urgent recovery programme with significant attention given by local and national commissioners and providers to all factors which can help recover the standards (including clear performance management).

ii. A medium term approach to ensure delivery over the next winter period. This will include care system planning as well as a review of the levers and incentives in the system.

iii. In the longer term, the implementation of the urgent care strategy in order to deliver safe and sustainable services.
The plan builds on existing planning and contracting arrangements and discussions taking place to deliver Everyone Counts: Planning for Patients 2013-14. Everyone Counts has set out that no patients should wait more than 12 hours on a trolley in an A&E department. NHS England has implemented requirements to monitor people’s experience in A&E departments, adding to the picture on performance.

Relevant Abstracts:


BACKGROUND: Inappropriate attendances may account for up to 40% of presentations at accident and emergency (A&E) departments. There is considerable interest from health practitioners and policymakers in interventions to reduce this burden.

AIM: To review the evidence on primary care service interventions to reduce inappropriate A&E attendances.

DESIGN AND SETTING: Systematic review of UK and international primary care interventions.

METHOD: Studies published in English between 1 January 1986 and 23 August 2011 were identified from PubMed, the NHS Economic Evaluation Database, the Cochrane Collaboration, and Health Technology Assessment databases. The outcome measures were A&E attendances, patient satisfaction, clinical outcome, and intervention cost. Two authors reviewed titles and abstracts of retrieved results, with adjudication of disagreements conducted by the third. Studies were quality assessed using the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network checklist system where applicable.

RESULTS: In total, 9916 manuscripts were identified, of which 34 were reviewed. Telephone triage was the single best-evaluated intervention. This resulted in negligible impact on A&E attendance, but exhibited acceptable patient satisfaction and clinical safety; cost effectiveness was uncertain. The limited available evidence suggests that emergency nurse practitioners in community settings and community health centres may reduce A&E attendance. For all other interventions considered in this review (walk-in centres, minor injuries units, and out-of-hours general practice), the effects on A&E attendance, patient outcomes, and cost were inconclusive.

CONCLUSION: Studies showed a negligible effect on A&E attendance for all interventions; data on patient outcomes and cost-effectiveness are limited. There is an urgent need to examine all aspects of primary care service interventions that aim to reduce inappropriate A&E attendance.


Objectives: Recent health policy changes have focused efforts on reducing emergency department (ED) visits as a way to reduce costs and improve quality of care. This was a systematic review of interventions based outside the ED aimed at reducing ED use.

METHODS: This study was designed as a systematic review. We reviewed the literature on interventions in five categories: patient education, creation of additional non-ED capacity, managed care, prehospital diversion, and patient financial incentives. Studies written in English, with interventions administered outside of the ED, and a comparison group where ED use was an outcome, were included. Two independent reviewers screened search results using MEDLINE, Cochrane, OAlster, or Scopus. The following data were abstracted from included studies: type of intervention, study design, population, details of intervention, effect on ED use, effect on non-ED health care use, and other health and financial outcomes. Quality of individual articles was assessed using Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) guidelines.
Results: Of 39 included studies, 34 were observational and five were randomized controlled trials. Two of five studies on patient education found reductions in ED use ranging from 21% to 80%. Out of 10 studies of additional non-ED capacity, four showed decreases of 9% to 54%, and one a 21% increase. Both studies on prehospital diversion found reductions of 3% to 7%. Of 12 studies on managed care, 10 had decreases ranging from 1% to 46%. Nine out of 10 studies on patient financial incentives found decreases of 3% to 50%, and one a 34% increase. Nineteen studies reported effect on non-ED use with mixed results. Seventeen studies included data on health outcomes, but 13 of these only included data on hospitalizations rather than morbidity and mortality. Seven studies included data on cost outcomes. According to the GRADE guidelines, all studies had at least some risk of bias, with four moderate quality, one low quality, and 34 very low quality studies.

Conclusions: Many studies have explored interventions based outside the ED to reduce ED use in various populations, with mixed evidence. Approximately two-thirds identified here showed reductions in ED use. The interventions with the greatest number of studies showing reductions in ED use include patient financial incentives and managed care, while the greatest magnitude of reductions were found in patient education. These findings have implications for insurers and policymakers seeking to reduce ED use.


STUDY OBJECTIVE: Frequent users of emergency departments (EDs) are a relatively small group of vulnerable patients accounting for a disproportionately high number of ED visits. Our objective is to perform a systematic review of the type and effectiveness of interventions to reduce the number of ED visits by frequent users.

METHODS: We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, PsychINFO, the Cochrane Library, and ISI Web of Science for randomized controlled trials, nonrandomized controlled trials, interrupted time series, and controlled and noncontrolled before-and-after studies describing interventions targeting adult frequent users of EDs. Primary outcome of interest was the reduction in ED use. We also explored costs analyses and various clinical (alcohol and drug use, psychiatric symptoms, mortality) and social (homelessness, insurance status, social security support) outcomes.

RESULTS: We included 11 studies (3 randomized controlled trials, 2 controlled and 6 noncontrolled before-and-after studies). Heterogeneity in both study designs and definitions of frequent users precluded meta-analyses of the results. The most studied intervention was case management (n=7). Only 1 of 3 randomized controlled trials showed a significant reduction in ED use compared with usual care. Six of the 8 before-and-after studies reported a significant reduction in ED use, and 1 study showed a significant increase. ED cost reductions were demonstrated in 3 studies. Social outcomes such as reduction of homelessness were favorable in 3 of 3 studies, and clinical outcomes trended toward positive results in 2 of 3 studies.

CONCLUSION: Interventions targeting frequent users may reduce ED use. Case management, the most frequently described intervention, reduced ED costs and seemed to improve social and clinical outcomes. It appears to be beneficial to patients and justifiable for hospitals to implement case management for frequent users in the framework of a clear and consensual definition of frequent users and standardized outcome measures.
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QUESTION: Does mental health training and triage support for paramedics improve the health outcomes of people experiencing a mental health crisis when Crisis Resolution support is unavailable?

**General context and definitions:** In 2000, the Department of Health recommended the formation of Crisis Resolution and Home Treatment (CRHT) Teams with the aim of preventing or shortening hospital stays for people experiencing intensive mental health crises and to improve service-user experience through the provision of intensive home support (24 hours a day, seven days a week). CRHT teams were implemented in 2001 and typically include social workers, mental health nurses, a psychiatrist and other support workers and through frequent home-visiting assess need, manage risks of being at home, assist with self-help strategies, offer psychological and practical help and administer medication.¹

In February 2014, 22 national bodies involved in health, policing, social care, housing, local government and the third sector came together and signed the Crisis Care Concordat. The Mental Health Crisis Care Concordat² is a national agreement between services and agencies involved in the care and support of people in crisis. It sets out how organisations will work together better to make sure that people get the help they need when they are having a mental health crisis. One of the four areas of focus is: Urgent and emergency access to crisis care – making sure that a mental health crisis is treated with the same urgency as a physical health emergency.

**The question in a structured format:** The research question could be framed in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population:</th>
<th>People experiencing a mental health crisis when crisis resolution support is unavailable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention:</td>
<td>Mental health training and triage support for paramedics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator:</td>
<td>Usual care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes of Interest:</td>
<td>Health outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**What the research evidence says:** There is evidence of widespread variation in the functioning of CHRT teams nationally and a limited evidence base to guide best practice.¹ ³ ⁴ A national survey of the CHRT service (2011-2012) reported widespread variation in the functioning of
teams in terms of healthcare professionals involved, mechanism of providing 24 hour support (home visits, telephone contact, contact via A&E Departments), the types of client groups accepted and the source of referrals. For many individuals experiencing a mental health crisis, the first point of contact when accessing emergency services may therefore be a paramedic attending a 999 call. No systematic reviews or primary research studies were located that specifically focussed on the effects of mental health training and triage support for paramedics attending people experiencing a mental health crisis. Evans and colleagues conducted a systematic review of paramedic training and identified several additional areas in which paramedics have been trained beyond their baseline competencies but no specific mention was made of mental health training or crisis support. Shaban found little published research regarding paramedic clinical judgement and decision making in relation to mental health in a non-systematic review of the literature and none that was applicable to the UK context.

**Ongoing studies/trials in progress:** Professor Sonia Johnson and colleagues at UCL and Camden and Islington Foundation NHS Trust are currently working on an NIHR funded Programme Grant (the CORE study [http://www.ucl.ac.uk/core-study/about](http://www.ucl.ac.uk/core-study/about)) which aims to improve the standard of support offered to users of Crisis Resolution Teams, although there is no specific mention of paramedic training.

**How does this fit with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria?**

**Size of the health problem:** In the UK, one in four people will experience a mental health issue at some point in their life and one in six adults have a mental health issue at any one time. Approximately one in a hundred people has a severe mental health issue. Mental health crises include suicidal behaviour or intention, panic attacks or extreme anxiety, psychotic episodes (loss of sense of reality). In the most recent household survey of psychiatric morbidity (2007), the overall prevalence of psychotic disorder was 0.4%; 16.7% of people reported that they had thought about committing suicide at some point in their life; 5.6% said that they had attempted suicide and 4.9% had engaged in self-harm.

**The potential for health improvement:** There is little robust evidence on which to base predictions of improvement, however many commentators agree that better co-ordination of services for people experiencing mental ill health will result in better outcomes for individuals.

**The practicality of the research question:** Although there are many guidelines and policy documents that make recommendations for improving access to services for people experiencing mental health crises, we were not able to find any published research projects that have evaluated the effectiveness of different methods. We located two examples of policies being implemented; additional training requirements or how these have been developed or delivered are not described.

South East Coast Ambulance Service and Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust have an ambulance mental health referral pathway which has been in use since 2010. The pathway describes the process for ambulance crews to refer people to mental health services across Kent and Medway rather than being taken to the Emergency Department.
The North West Ambulance Service NHS Trust (NWAS) and North West Regional Police Forces, under the authority of the North West Regional Mental Health Forum, have implemented a policy which provides guidance for ambulance service personnel, medical practitioners, mental health professionals and police officers to ensure that patients with mental ill health are conveyed in a manner which is most likely to preserve their dignity and privacy consistent with managing any risk to their health and safety or to other people and in accordance with the Mental Health Act.

The Association of Ambulance Chief Executives (AACE) has submitted a funding bid to the Department of Health for the 15/16 Central Spending Review to generate initiatives to improve the knowledge and skills of ambulance staff with regard to mental health patients.  

**Whether the South West is a good place to do this research**: Devon Partnership NHS Trust is currently working with Devon and Cornwall Police in a Department of Health pilot scheme to provide the joint remit of a daytime diversion and liaison service and a night-time street triage service across Devon. One of nine schemes nationally, mental health professionals provide on the spot advice to police officers who are dealing with people with possible mental health problems. The aim is, where possible to help police offers make appropriate decisions, and lead to people receiving appropriate care more quickly.

**Alignment with local health priorities**: This will be different across the South West region and the organisation. Please consider the briefing in line with your local priorities.

**GUIDELINES currently available that relate to this area:**

The NHS Mandate for 2014-15 contains an objective for the NHS to make sure that every community develops plans, based on the principles set out in the Mental Health Crisis Care Concordat, that mean no one in crisis will be turned away. These documents also say that people in mental distress should be kept safe and should be able to find the support they need in whatever circumstances they need it and from whoever they turn to first.

NICE Guidelines CG136 produced in 2011 state that people who are in mental health crisis should be able to access their treatment plan including any advanced directives. Assessment in crisis should be undertaken by experienced health and social care professionals competent in crisis working and should include an assessment of the service user’s relationships, social and living circumstances and level of functioning as well as their symptoms, behaviour diagnosis and current treatment.

The Ambulance Service Network report ‘A vision for emergency and urgent care – the role of ambulance services’ describes a vision for integrated and seamless services across primary, secondary and community care, including a range of urgent care services available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

The Joint Royal Ambulance Liaison Committee (JRCALC) devises clinical guidelines that paramedics and ambulance personnel can refer to, to support decision making when presented with a person with mental health needs. These guidelines cover three relevant areas of care –
transportation of a person subject to detention under the Mental Health Act (1983), assessing capacity in relation to consent to treatment and or conveyance and assessing risk in relation to self-harm and or suicide.
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The purpose of this briefing paper is to aid stakeholders in prioritising topics to be considered by PenCLAHRC for further evaluation and/or research. This paper was compiled in 2-3 days. The following resources were searched to find this evidence: the TRIP database, NICE evidence, PROSPERO (for systematic review protocols), the Cochrane Library databases, MEDLINE and the Controlled Trials registry. The briefing is in four parts:

i. General context and definitions
ii. The question in a structured format
iii. What the research evidence says
iv. Alignment with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria

QUESTION: Would “green prescriptions” improve patient wellbeing, quality of life and reduce GP visits by patients with complex health problems or mild to moderate depression?

General context and definitions: “Green prescription” is a concept originally developed in New Zealand in the late 1990s by health practitioners and was used to describe the colour of the prescription pads used to prescribe physical activity. It draws parallels to the usual prescriptions given to patients for medications but emphasises the importance of exercise in improving their condition, rather than relying on drugs alone. In more recent years, and within the UK setting in particular, the term ‘green prescription’ (also termed ‘green exercise’ and ‘green care’) has been used to describe referral to a scheme which includes aspects of physical activity in outdoor settings with strong natural environment components e.g. green spaces, paths, parks, nature reserves and countryside. Referral may be formal (actively ‘prescribed’ by health care practitioner), or informal (leaflet/contact details provided by health care practitioner).

The question in a structured format: The research question could be framed in the following way:

| **Population:** | Several possible groups: those with complex health problems, those who are identified as frequently visiting the GP (>10 visits per year), and those with mild to moderate depression. |
| **Intervention:** | Referral (direct or indirect) from health care practitioner to participate in activities immersed within the natural environment. Activities could include walking, gardening, and environmental conservation. |
| **Comparator:** | Usual care |
| **Outcomes of Interest:** | Measures of mental and physical well-being; Behaviour change (physical activity); Use of healthcare resources (visits to primary care) |

What the research evidence says: To date, there have been no systematic reviews, and few controlled trials, of the effectiveness of green prescriptions via primary care practitioners for any health condition in the UK setting. New Zealand trials of green prescription, which focus mainly on the physical activity irrespective of setting, have shown improved physical activity, energy expenditure, health-related quality of life, and hospitalizations for older primary care patients.\(^1\,^2\) Green Prescriptions in New Zealand have been shown to be cost effective\(^3\,^4\) and valued by the GPs.\(^5\) Benefits of Green Prescription centred around two main themes: (i) a non-medication approach to a healthier lifestyle and (ii) the support benefits of physical activity. Time constraint was the main barrier GPs perceived to using Green Prescriptions.\(^5\)
Although not green prescription per se, two systematic reviews have assessed whether exercising in a natural environment has any advantages over the synthetic and/or indoor setting.\textsuperscript{6,7} Both found promising effects on mental wellbeing immediately following exercise in nature compared to exercising indoors. However, the interpretation and extrapolation of findings for both reviews were hampered by poor methodological quality of the included studies and heterogeneity of outcome measures used. Two recent retrospective analyses of representative data sets from National Health Surveys in Finland and Scotland however add support to these review findings.\textsuperscript{8,9} The Finnish study found repeated physical activity in nature to be associated with better emotional well-being and the Scottish study found that physical activity in natural environments was not only associated with a reduction in the risk of poor mental health to a greater extent than physical activity in other environments, but also that activity in different types of environment may promote different kinds of positive psychological response. A comprehensive literature review of interactions with nature, found a range of psychological, cognitive, physiological, social, tangible and spiritual benefits.\textsuperscript{10} A systematic review of the effects of walking interventions for people with depression has also shown significant alleviation of depressive symptomology, however there were insufficient data and robustness of studies to discriminate whether there were differences between outdoor and indoor walking.\textsuperscript{11}

A mapping exercise of green prescriptions for NHS Health Scotland in 2010 found a large number of outdoor schemes which had a wide geographical spread, and which had the potential to be used for outdoor exercise referral.\textsuperscript{12} At the time, many of the schemes were small, community based, with short to medium term funding and although many had partnerships with the NHS, many did not. The report highlighted the barriers and facilitators to establishing green prescriptions, but did not focus on the benefit/harms or their effectiveness. In 2013, Mind published their report of ‘ecotherapy’.\textsuperscript{13} Closely aligned to green prescription, ecotherapy is defined as ‘a regular activity that is: facilitated and structured, focuses on doing an activity rather than ‘health’, takes place in a green environment, is related to exploring and appreciating the natural world, happens over time, and involves contact with other people’. From 2009 to 2013, MIND funded 130 ecotherapy projects across England involving over 12,000 people from all walks of life, who were encouraged to get active outdoors in nature spaces (e.g. gardening, food growing or environmental conservation work). Independent evaluation of these projects found that ecotherapy was able to improve mental and physical well-being, reduce social isolation, improve lifestyle behaviours, be cost-effective, and where available, was viewed by health professionals as an attractive alternative to the prescription of medication.\textsuperscript{13}

\textbf{Ongoing studies/ Trials in progress:} One related health technology appraisal (HTA) update is in progress: ‘The clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of exercise referral schemes’. Whilst this relates to green prescription, there are subtle but important differences. The definition of exercise referral schemes for this appraisal are: referral from a primary care physician, tailoring of the exercise to the individual and monitoring throughout the programme. As such there is no requisite for outdoor activity engagement, and the individual tailoring may preclude the group based activities and programs such as those described in the ecotherapy report.\textsuperscript{13} The previous
HTA on this topic found little evidence of effectiveness, but did not explore whether there was any benefit of exercise referral to schemes in the natural environment as opposed to indoors.\textsuperscript{14}

**How does this fit with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria?**

**Size of the health problem:** In the UK, one in four people will experience a mental health issue at some point in their life and one in six adults have a mental health issue at any one time.\textsuperscript{15} Recent findings from the general well-being survey found one in five people reported currently suffering from mild anxiety or depression.\textsuperscript{16} Mental illness is the largest single cause of disability and represents 23\% of the total burden of ill health in the UK.\textsuperscript{17} In addition, in the UK, one third of the population have a long-term condition\textsuperscript{17}, and this is closer to two thirds of the population aged over 65 years. Evidence from The King’s Fund report on long term conditions and mental health suggests that 30 per cent of people with a long term condition also have a mental health problem.\textsuperscript{18} Taken together, it has been estimated that one in four of a full-time GP’s patients will need treatment for mental health problems.\textsuperscript{19}

The costs of mental health problems to the economy in England have recently been estimated at £105 billion, and treatment costs are expected to double in the next 20 years.\textsuperscript{17}

**The potential for health improvement:** There is little robust evidence on which to base predictions of benefit. The Green Prescription cluster randomised controlled trial from New Zealand resulted in an extra 45min of moderate intensity physical activity per week, and significant improvements in perceived general health, but this was in a non-depressed general population attending primary care, and the outdoor environment was not a component of the intervention. The external evaluation of over 25 individual ecotherapy projects from MIND found that people who took part in the projects had measurable improvements in mental wellbeing, with seven out of ten people experiencing significant increases in wellbeing by the time they left the project. The type of project people got involved in didn’t seem to make any difference, nor did their age. The evaluation also showed benefits beyond mental well-being, with project participants reporting more social inclusion, healthier lifestyles and feeling more connected to community. Whilst these data are not robust, and well designed trials are needed, they are suggestive that green prescriptions could offer extensive benefits to populations with mild to moderate depression and complex health needs.

**The practicality of the research question:** Polling of GP and CCG professionals, on behalf of Mind, identified that 36\% of GPs would refer their patient to an ecotherapy project if there was one in their area, 44\% of GPs wanted to find out more about social prescribing and 46\% wanted to find out more about early interventions for people at risk of developing mental health problems.\textsuperscript{13} Research by the Mental Health Foundation found that 78\% of GPs had prescribed an antidepressant in the previous three years, despite believing that an alternative treatment might have been more appropriate.\textsuperscript{20} In a follow up study, 70\% of GPs said they would use more social prescribing (for example, exercise referral, self-help groups) for common mental health problems if they had the option.\textsuperscript{21} The practicality of the research is highly dependent on the accessibility of organisations in the local area providing ‘green exercise’ schemes/options.
Whether the South West is a good place to do this research: There is an existing network of green prescription projects underway in Cornwall, with connections to other networks in the South West (e.g. the Natural Environment Research Council supported ‘Dose of Nature’ project, a partnership between the University of Exeter, the NHS and environmental organisations, and other activities at the European Centre). Researchers in this partnership are keen to develop, test, investigate and extend the work that is already done at a regional level. Several ecotherapy projects, such as the ‘green links project’ and the ‘wild stay well project’ are also underway across the region (http://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/drugs-and-treatments/ecotherapy/useful-contacts/find-ecotherapy-near-you/south-west-england/).

Alignment with local health priorities: This will be different across the South West region and between organisations. Please consider the briefing in line with your local priorities.

GUIDELINES & GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES relating to this area:

There are no known UK guidelines related to green prescriptions per se. Whilst NICE guidelines on exercise were released in 2014, these guidelines are specifically related to improving physical activity. However, research recommendations attached to these guidelines, include the need to establish the effect of setting (including outdoors) on exercise referral success.

With regards to depression, current NICE guidelines for mild to moderate to depression are to consider offering one or more of the following interventions, guided by the person’s preference: individual guided self-help based on the principles of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), computerised cognitive behavioural therapy (CCBT), or a structured group physical activity programme. Green prescriptions would align well with this third option.

The cross government strategy ‘No Health Without Mental Health’ aims to ‘mainstream mental health’. It identifies the need to promote wellbeing and improve mental health as well as treat mental health problems.

The government’s natural environment White Paper has established a network of Local Nature Partnerships (LNPs) to work strategically to improve a range of benefits we get from a healthy natural environment. The white paper acknowledges the positive effect of spending time in nature and that it is a significant determinant of health. It states that LNPs and Health & Well Being Boards should actively seek to engage each other in their work, and have reciprocal representation on each partnership.
Relevant Abstracts:

Bowler DE et al. A systematic review of evidence for the added benefits to health of exposure to natural environments. 6

Abstract Results & Conclusions: Twenty-five studies met the review inclusion criteria. Most of these studies were crossover or controlled trials that investigated the effects of short-term exposure to each environment during a walk or run. This included ‘natural’ environments, such as public parks and green university campuses, and synthetic environments, such as indoor and outdoor built environments. The most common outcome measures were scores of different self-reported emotions. Based on these data, a meta-analysis provided some evidence of a positive benefit of a walk or run in a natural environment in comparison to a synthetic environment. There was also some support for greater attention after exposure to a natural environment but not after adjusting effect sizes for pretest differences. Meta-analysis of data on blood pressure and cortisol concentrations found less evidence of a consistent difference between environments across studies. Overall, the studies are suggestive that natural environments may have direct and positive impacts on well-being, but support the need for investment in further research on this question to understand the general significance for public health.

Thompson Coon J, et al. Does participating in physical activity in outdoor natural environments have a greater effect on physical and mental wellbeing than physical activity indoors? A systematic review. 7

Abstract Results & Conclusions: Most trials (n = 9) showed some improvement in mental wellbeing on one or other of the outcome measures. Compared with exercising indoors, exercising in natural environments was associated with greater feelings of revitalization and positive engagement, decreases in tension, confusion, anger, and depression, and increased energy. However, the results suggested that feelings of calmness may be decreased following outdoor exercise. Participants reported greater enjoyment and satisfaction with outdoor activity and declared a greater intent to repeat the activity at a later date. None of the identified studies measured the effects of physical activity on physical wellbeing or the effect of natural environments on exercise adherence. The hypothesis that there are added beneficial effects to be gained from performing physical activity outdoors in natural environments is very appealing and has generated considerable interest. This review has shown some promising effects on self-reported mental wellbeing immediately following exercise in nature which are not seen following the same exercise indoors. However, the interpretation and extrapolation of these findings is hampered by the poor methodological quality of the available evidence and the heterogeneity of outcome measures employed. The review demonstrates the paucity of high quality evidence on which to base recommendations and reveals an undoubted need for further research in this area. Large, well designed, longer term trials in populations who might benefit most from the potential advantages of outdoor exercise are needed to fully elucidate the effects on mental and physical wellbeing. The influence of these effects on the sustainability of physical activity initiatives also awaits investigation.

Robertson R, et al. Walking for depression or depressive symptoms: a systematic review and meta-analysis. 11

Abstract Results & Conclusions: Of the 14,672 articles retrieved, eight trials met the inclusion criteria. The pooled standardised mean difference (effect size) was $-0.86 \ [\text{-1.12, -0.61}]$ showing that walking has a statistically significant, large effect on symptoms of depression. However, there was considerable heterogeneity amongst the interventions and research populations and it is uncertain whether the results can be generalised to specific populations such as primary care patients. Walking has a statistically significant, large effect on the symptoms of depression in some populations, but the current evidence base from randomised, controlled trials is limited. Thus, while walking is a promising treatment for depression or depressive symptoms with few, if any, contraindications, further investigations to establish the frequency, intensity, duration and type(s) of effective walking interventions particularly in primary care populations would be beneficial for providing further recommendations to clinical practitioners.
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The purpose of this briefing paper is to aid stakeholders in prioritising topics to be considered by PenCLAHRC for further evaluation and/or research. This paper was compiled in 2-3 days. The following resources were searched to find this evidence: the TRIP database, NICE evidence, PROSPERO (for systematic review protocols), the Cochrane Library databases, MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, the Health information Management Consortium and the Controlled Trials registry. The briefing is in four parts:

i. General context and definitions
ii. The question in a structured format
iii. What the research evidence says
iv. Alignment with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria

QUESTION: How can we better map delays in the discharge of patients from acute hospital beds, and so identify the range of factors that contribute to these delays compared to those patients whose discharge is timelier and to the experiences of service providers in other areas?

General context and definitions: Bed shortage is a nationwide problem and no less in the South West, with beds often being unavailable for emergency admissions and consequently with routine operations being cancelled. Accurately mapping the factors that currently delay discharge from acute beds from both service provider and patient perspectives, could help the development of interventions and service models that facilitate and speed up discharge from acute beds into more appropriate care.

The Department of Health has defined a delayed transfer of care as occurring when ‘a patient is ready for transfer from a general and acute hospital bed but is still occupying such a bed. A patient is ready for transfer when i) a clinical decision has been made that a patient is ready for transfer, ii) a multi-disciplinary team decision has been made that a patient is ready for transfer, and iii) a patient is ready/safe to transfer’. ¹

The question in a structured format: The research question could be framed in the following way:

| Population: | People whose discharge from hospital is delayed |
| Intervention: | Rather than an intervention, this question is concerned with the factors that might delay discharge, these might include medical, social, financial or organisational factors |
| Comparator: | N/A |
| Outcomes of Interest: | Appropriate utilisation of acute beds, patient satisfaction, patient recovery, reduction in the number of cancelled routine operations |

What the research evidence says: The National Audit Office report published in 2003 ‘Ensuring the effective discharge of older people from NHS acute hospitals’ reported that common reasons for delayed discharge included poor procedures within hospitals, inadequate cooperation between the health and social care sectors and a lack of capacity in appropriate post-hospital care.² Older patients with more complex health needs, poorer mobility and confusion on admission are more likely to experience delays in discharge but those delays are likely to be due to organisational rather than person-related issues.³ ⁵ The most recent systematic review to
consider the rate and cause of delayed discharge in the UK was published in 2006 and included 21 studies. The authors comment on the prevalence of delays which are caused by internal hospital factors and the complex and multi-faceted nature of the factors that contribute to delays in discharge and highlight the importance of rehabilitation services to reduce the rate of delayed discharge. Lack of evidence regarding solutions to these problems is however lacking.

A research paper produced by the Centre for Health Economics in York, explored the hypothesis that a higher supply of nursing and care homes might reduce delayed discharge from acute hospital beds. Using data on delayed discharge from hospital from 147 local authorities in England from 2010 to 2012, the authors found that in areas where there are fewer care home beds or where the available beds are more expensive, delayed discharge from hospital is more common. Their model showed that an increase in beds by 10% would reduce delayed discharge by 4-7% and they conclude that an increase in supply would not significantly reduce overall costs across hospital and social care sectors. Additionally, they concluded that policies to reduce long term care prices may reduce delayed discharge as some delay may be attributed to families spending longer searching for suitable and affordable care home accommodation. A further economic study by Fernandez and Forder found that English local authorities with more home help hours and residential care beds had a lower rates of hospital delayed discharges and emergency readmission.

Baumann and colleagues conducted a qualitative study in which they interviewed staff at sites with low rates of delayed discharge to investigate discharge practice and organisation in order to identify features supporting good performance. The core features associated with success are shown in Figure 1 below. These features were exhibited in varying degrees across sites.

A Cochrane review (most recently updated in 2013) of the effectiveness of individualised discharge planning for patients moving from hospital to home concluded that a discharge plan tailored to the individual patient probably reduced the length of stay in hospital and readmission rates for older people with a medical condition. The evidence on patient health outcomes was limited. Of the 24 included studies, only five were conducted in the UK and there was little discussion of the factors that might be involved in facilitating or preventing timely discharge. The patient and/or carer perspective is also often overlooked and has been little researched. An ethnographic study of participant observation on a ward for older people, which focussed on people who were designated as a ‘delayed discharge’ found that while many of the frail, old people were anxious about their futures and the experience of being in a state of transition, these fears were not shared with the nursing and care staff. Swinkels and Mitchell used conversational interviews and a phenomenological approach to study the effects of delayed transfer in patients aged over 65 years and with a mean delay of 32 days recruited from three hospitals in the South of England. The findings showed that participants actively or passively relinquished their involvement in the processes of discharge planning because of the perceived expertise of others. Participants also reported feelings of disempowerment, low mood, dependency, and lack of information. The authors conclude that there is scope for improvement in the involvement of patients in their discharge planning.
Figure 1. Actions supporting lower rates of delays (From Baumann and colleagues).

- Make tackling delayed discharges a strategic priority.
- Develop good information systems for monitoring delays.
- Analyse whole system & commission services where gaps exist; monitor delays and causes robustly and target action at causes; take action to improve performance in three areas below; regularly review progress.

In any agency commitment to open, constructive communication about causes and solutions for delays.

- Establish resources & teams (MAUs, GPLNs, ICAT staff in A&E) to prevent avoidable admissions.
- Establish discharge teams to support nurses’ discharge planning.
- Develop systems for close monitoring & communicating individual patients’ progress.
- Develop and apply robust patient choice protocols.
- Ensure availability of responsive transportation & discharge lounges.
- Ensure good range of social services available.
- Ensure hospital SSD staff have good access to services’ own budgets, placement staff & brokers.
- SSD team managers, closely monitor care managers progress with individual patients’ discharge.
- Ensure a good range of intermediate care services is available, and teams to facilitate access.
- Use interim placements for patients waiting for vacancies or who need more time to choose.
- SSD teams based in hospital & care managers attached to specific wards to aid MDT relationships.

(MAU) medical assessment unit; (GPLN) general practitioner liaison nurse; (ICAT) intermediate care assessment team; (A&E) accident and emergency; (CCDDA) Community Care (Delayed Discharges etc.) Act 2003; (SSD) social services department; and (MDT) multidisciplinary team.

Ongoing studies/Trials in progress: None were identified.

How does this fit with PenCLAHRC research priority criteria?
Size of the health problem: In the dataset from 2011-2013 used by Gaughan and colleagues, in an average calendar month in each local authority area, 776 bed days were lost due to patients not being discharged when ready. Of these, 237 days were the responsibility of the local authority. There was wide variation in the data which were heavily skewed, with most local authorities at the lower end of the distribution.

The potential for health improvement: Bed-blocking or delayed discharge has been an issue in the NHS for many years. There is evidence from the patient perspective that uncertainty around discharge has negative implications for health and that improvements in the patient experience of discharge from hospital would be beneficial.

The practicality of the research question: Whilst the importance of the question is evident, it is not clear from the submitted question, what is being proposed as a solution. Rates of delayed discharge are known to differ between settings and a greater understanding of the factors involved in different settings might be useful but it has been noted previously that understanding the factors does not necessarily translate into implementable solutions that result in change.

Whether the South West is a good place to do this research: Optimising management of hospital resources and their relation to community health care resources is likely to be a key issue in the South West (as it is in other areas of the UK). Whether the organisation of services in the South West lends itself particularly to research in this area would require further exploration.

Alignment with local health priorities: This will be different across the South West region and between organisations. Please consider the briefing in line with your local priorities.

GUIDELINES & GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES relating to this area:

The Delayed Discharges (Continuing Care) Act (2003) requires Local authorities and hospitals to collaborate around the discharge of patients from hospital. Local authorities are required to reimburse hospitals for delayed discharges for which they are solely responsible.

The National Service Framework for Older People (2001) states that older people will have access to a new range of intermediate care services at home or in designated care settings, to promote their independence by providing enhanced services from the NHS and councils to prevent unnecessary hospital admission and effective rehabilitation services to enable early discharge from hospital and to prevent premature or unnecessary admission to long-term residential care.
Relevant Abstracts:

Glasby J, Littlechild R, Pryce K. All dressed up but nowhere to go? Delayed hospital discharges and older people. J Health Serv Res Policy. 2006;11(1)

OBJECTIVE: Delayed hospital discharges are a key concern in a number of industrialized nations and are the subject of a range of government initiatives in the English National Health Service. The aim of this paper was to review the UK literature on delayed hospital discharges and older people in order to identify and explore the rate and causes of delayed hospital discharges, together with policies and practices that may reduce delayed discharges and improve the experiences of older people.

METHODS: Literature review based on searches of major health/social-care databases. Sources which explore the rate and cause of delayed discharges in the UK were included. Relevant documents were categorized using the research hierarchy set out in the National Service Framework for Older People and analysed according to criteria for appraising the quality of qualitative research proposed by Mays et al.

RESULTS: The review identified 21 studies, which suggest very different rates and causes of delayed discharge in different settings. The studies reveal the importance of rehabilitation services to reduce the rate of delayed discharge, the prevalence of delayed discharges caused by internal hospital factors, and the complex and multi-faceted nature of the factors contributing to delayed discharge. Despite this, the studies have a number of methodological flaws and often fail to include a patient perspective or to consider detailed policies and approaches to reduce the number of delayed discharges. There is also a failure to consider the needs of older people with mental health problems or people from minority ethnic communities.

CONCLUSION: The evidence, as it currently stands, raises a number of issues about current hospital discharge policy, supporting some aspects of the current government agenda in England, but questioning other aspects.


In recent years, there has been significant concern, and policy activity, in relation to the problem of delayed discharges from hospital. Key elements of policy to tackle delays include new investment, the establishment of the Health and Social Care Change Agent Team, and the implementation of the Community Care (Delayed Discharge) Act 2003. Whilst the problem of delays has been widespread, some authorities have managed to tackle delays successfully. The aim of the qualitative study reported here was to investigate discharge practice and the organisation of services at sites with consistently low rates of delay, in order to identify factors supporting such good performance. Six 'high performing' English sites (each including a hospital trust, a local authority, and a primary care trust) were identified using a statistical model, and 42 interviews were undertaken with health and social services staff involved in discharge arrangements. Additionally, the authors set out to investigate the experiences of patients in the sites to examine whether there was a cost to patient care and outcomes of discharge arrangements in these sites, but unfortunately, it was not possible to secure sufficient patient participation. Whilst acknowledging the lack of patient experience and outcome data, a range of service elements was identified at the sites that contribute to the avoidance of delays, either through supporting efficiency within individual agencies or enabling more efficient joint working. Sites still struggling with delays should benefit from knowledge of this range. The government's reimbursement scheme appears to have been largely helpful in the study sites, prompting efficiency-driven changes to the organisation of services and discharge systems, but further focused research is required to provide clear evidence of its impact nationally, and in particular, how it impacts on staff, and patients and their families.


Prevention and management of delayed transfer of older people from hospital to community settings is an enduring issue in industrialised societies and is the subject of many recent policies in the United Kingdom. A deeper, evidence-based understanding of the complex organizational and inter-professional issues which contribute to delays in transfer has emerged in recent years. Despite this, and the relative success of recent policies, two recent reviews of the area highlight the lack of studies on patients' perspectives. We sought to address this deficit by using conversational interviews and a phenomenological approach to explore and interpret participants' perceptions of delayed transfer from hospital into the community. A purposive sampling strategy was employed to incorporate participants from different categories of delay identified on weekly
Situation Reports. Participants aged 65 years and over (mean age 82 +/- 5.4 years) and with a mean delay of 32 days (+/- 26) were recruited from three hospitals based in two NHS Trusts in the South of England. This paper focuses on their perceptions of the effects of delayed transfer into the community, their involvement in discharge planning and future community care needs. Our findings show that participants actively or passively relinquished their involvement in the processes of discharge planning because of the perceived expertise of others and also feelings of disempowerment secondary to poor health, low mood, dependency, lack of information and the intricacies of discharge planning processes for complex community care needs. Participants expressed a longing for continuity, emphasised the importance of social contact and sometimes appeared unrealistic about their future care needs. While current policies may have helped reduce overall numbers of delayed patients in the UK, our study suggests that there is scope for improvement in the involvement of delayed patients in planning their discharge into the community.
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